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Dodgers win 4-3 
BOG to revise policy 
for stu ·den t tuition 
by Ed Mazzocco 
The Board of Governors decided 
recently that its policy of assessing 
students one-third of their in­
structional costs needs to be revised. 
In a memorandum released Sept. 22, 
BOG Executive Director Donald 
Walters said future tuition increases 
should be for inflation, not to attain 
the one-third level. 
Walters explained that since the 
current amount students pay of their 
instructional costs is 25 percent, it 
would be too costly to raise that to 33 
percent. 
Instead, Walters said, the BOG will 
, be making yearly tuition increases to 
Noland and grounds crew occupied themselves recently pulling up, 
around t he McAfee Gym drive. (News photo by Mark Winkler) 
compensate for inflation. 
The one-third level was adopted as a 
goal by the BOG in 1971 in accordance 
with a Board of Higher Education 
recommendation. The B HE proposal 
said students should pay one-third of 
tuition while the state paid two-thirds. 
In a study of tuition made in April, 
Walters found present tuition levels are 
closer to one-fourth ·of the cost of 
instruction and will continue to slide. 
Walters decided a closer look at 
tuition levels should be made, although 
an increase would not be definite. 
Julie Sullivan, B OG student 
representative, said the BOG is not 
demanding an increase, but is mainly 
concerned with the problem of in­
flation causing higher fees. 
Sullivan said if tuition was increased 
at state universities by a considerable 
amount, she said financial aid funds 
would not be raised accordingly. 
Tom Ho lden, student body 
president, said the BOG is merely 
recommending a new approach to 
tuition increases. 
Holden added that tuition costs will 
inevitably go up because of inflation, 
but that since the present one-third 
fixed formula is being abandoned, 
tuition will not be raised to reach the 
one-third level. 
Floyd Merritt, president of the 
American Federation of Teachers, said 
an increase in tuition would mean a 
raise in instructors' salaries. 
Merritt said although teachers' 
salaries would be affected by an in· 
crease, there is no distinct tie between 
the two. The BOG could raise teacher' s  
salaries without raising tuition, Merritt 
said. 
President Daniel E. Marvin said the 
purpose of the Sept. 22 memorandum 
was to allow the BOG to state that the 
fixed formula of students paying one­
third the cost of tuition and the state 
paying the remainder, should be 
changed. 
Walter's proposal was accepted last 
spring, and all state university 
presidents are in favor of the change, 
Marvin said. 
stern 's general status reviewed by Marvin 
Kozlowski 
m President Daniel E. Marvin 
ednesday he has an optimistic 
the future of the university 
on last year. 
e've had a good year and with 
· g going well we' ll have a 
ture," he said. 
aking in the firs t  of three 
gs with faculty and s taff, Mar­
d as reasons for his optimism, 
d enrollment and a better 
· trative organization to handle 
ease which has caused Eastern 
ive more money for budget 
· g than other state schools . .  
in said Eastern' s  1973 enroll­
was 8,026 while this year the 
ent is 9,583 , an increase of 
students. 
e faculty and institution itself 
ne an incredible job accommo­
these extra students when the 
has not increased proportion­
' Marvin said.  
added, "H_ad we had a declind 
1973 the vitality of this institu­
would have decreased signifi-
" 
years from now, Eastern' s 
ent should increase slightly or 
the same as now, he said.  
, he said,  three or four years 
now the enrollment will decrease . 
'We need . the faculty ' s  help in 
· taining the s tability now , "  he 
He said because enrollments 
P decline , the emphas is m u s t  
ange from recruitment to retention 
President Daniel E. Marvin addressed faculty and staff on university status 
Wednesday. (News photo by Craig Stockel) 
of s tudents .  
" I ' m  not saying faculty should lower 
the competency in their programs in 
order to retain students." He added, 
' ' Nor should the competency of stu-
dents graduating from Eastern be 
lessened. "  
Retention of students would help to 
increase Eastern' s  stability in the 
future. 
One way to retain s tudents would be 
to have " an organized and systematic 
universally wide effort, " he said. 
To accomplish this , a reorganization 
of the institution itself is necessary, he 
said.  
A need for a centralized personnel 
office exists ,  Marvin said .  
He  said the office will be operational 
and will allow faculty and Civil Service 
personnel to get information concer­
ning their and other departments . 
The office will also be a center for 
information which can be directly 
related to Springfield government he 
said. 
Marvin also said he would be able to 
appoint a vice president for adminis­
tration and finances by next Tuesday. 
Marvin was also optimistic about the 
relationship between the American 
Federation of Teachers and the Board 
of Governors and Eastern as a separ­
ate entity. 
" We've come along in a pretty good 
fashion, having negotiated two con­
tracts all without much sacrifice of the 
collegiate on this campus, "  Marvin 
said. 
He used collegiate to mean the 
professionalism of the institution. 
But he said Eastern still has a long 
way to go. 
Marvin cited more proposals to help 
Eastern' s  future to be even better. 
Marvin mentioned a proposal to 
combine the currently Council on 
University Planning with the Council 
on University Budget. 
� .. 
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(JP) Newsslloi'ts 
Troy cited as evasive 
SPRINGFI.ELD (AP)-The Democratic candidate for attorney general was 
caught Wednesday using only part of the facts in attacking Attorney General 
William J. Scott ' s  practice of hiring part-time assistants. 
At a news conference, Richard J. Troy cite.d two court rulings which he said 
showed that thousands of criminals could wind up being freed because of 
Scott's practice. But an Associated Press check showed that Troy failed to cite 
two other rulings that tended to vindicate Scott's pracfice . 
A spokesman for Troy .,acknowledged the rulings were not mentioned, but 
said "it wa.s not an intentional misleading" of the public. 
Religious shroud tested 
TURIN, I taly (AP)-Scientific tests on the origin of the Holy Shroud,_ the 
linen relic venerated as Jesus Christ 's  burial cloth, were close to completion 
Wednesday, but the mystery surrounding the shroud apparently is far from a 
final solution. 
The shroud has the image of a tall, bearded man imprinted on it, and some 
believe it is the image of Christ. The Roman Catholic Church has never taken a 
position on the authenticity of the relic .  
Sources said results of the scientific tests aimed at determining the age and 
origin of the cloth would not be made public for at least six months. 
oo·uble agent plot works 
NEWARK, N . J: (AP)-The government decided that benefits outweighed 
risks when it chose to sacrifice confidential anti-submarine warfare material in 
order to try to apprehend alleged Soviet spies through a double agent, a U. S .  
Navy officer said. 
Capt . Daniel Wolkensdorfer testified Tuesday at the trial of Valdik 
Aleksandrovich Enger, 39, and Rudolf Chernyayev, 43, who face life in prison 
if  convicted of espionage conspiracy charges. . 
The pair and a third Soviet, Vladimir Petrovich Zinyakin, were arrested May 
· 20 in Woodbridge moments after they allegedly received classified material 
from Navy Lt . Cmdr. Arthur Lindberg, the double agent . 
RT A Payton ads blasted 
I 
CHICAGO (AP)-A state legislator has blasted the Regional Transportation 
Authority for paying Chicago Dears running back Walter Payton $20,000 for 
advertising. 
Rep. Cal Skinner Jr . ,  R-Crystal Lake, said in a statement Tuesday "the 
equivalent of almost 700,000 gallons worth of RT A gas tax is going to pay for 
personal appearances which will do more to promote the Chicago Bears than it 
will RTA." 
Payton i s  promoting the "universal transfer" of the RT A,  which allows 
riders to connect between suburban bus systems and the Chicago Tran-
sportation Authority. 
· 
Kansas mascot .stolen 
�A W
_
RENCE, 'Kan. (AP)-Baby Jayhawk has flown the coop. And 
Umvers1ty of Kansas fans think the lost school mascot may be the victim of foul 
play. 
The bird costume disappeared Sept . 9 from an awning and canvas company. 
Members of the Phi Kappa Theta fraternity say they are willing to pay a $75 
"ransom" for return of the bird. The fraternity has placed ads in the 
newspapers of rival colleges Kansas State University and Texas A&M offering · 
the reward. 
U of I enrollment down 
CHAMPAIGN (AP)-The fall enrollment at the University of lllinois 
campus at Urbana-Champaign is slightly lower than a year ago, school officials 
said today. 
Final fall enrollment was 33,684, which is 262 students fewer than during the 
fall term of 1977. 
University officials said they limited enrollment this fall to avoid the over­
crowding that occurred from 1973 to 1975. Urbana-Champaign enrollment 
peaked at 35, 117 in the fall of 1975. 
News Staff 
Greyhound Rx· 
The cure for 
college blahs. 
It's a feeling that slowly descends upon 
you. The exams, the pop tests, tr.,- required 
reading, the hours at the library, the thesis­
they wori't go away. 
But you can. This weekend, take off, 
say hello to your friends, see the sights, 
have a great time. You'll arrive with money in 
your pocket because your Greyhound trip 
doesn't take that much out of it. 
If you're feeling tired, depressed and 
exhausted, grab a Greyhound and split. It's 
a sure cure for the blahs: 
· 
Greyhound Service 
o-To W1y Round­Trip You Arrive 
Champaign 13.95 
Chica o 11.35 
Linco?n Mall 11.35 
Markham 11.35 
95th St. 11.35 1.45 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 4:15 P.M. 5:20 P.M. 4:15 P.M. 8:00 P.M. 4:15 P.M. 7:10 P.M. 4:15 P.M; 7:20 P.M. 4:15 P.M. 7:35 P.M. 
Ask your agent about additional departures and return trips. 
(Prices subject to change.) 
Greyhound Agent 
University Union 
Cashier's Office 581-3616 
�­
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u. of i. assembly hall 
students: $6, 5, 4, public: $7, 6, 5, 
tickets available at assembly hall 
illini union 
for ticket info call (217) 333-3141 
Tune into the 
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rsch Union proposal termed ''u n real ist ic ' '  
llausser 
to change the way the 
Union building and opera­
are paid would save each 
dent $10. 70 a semester, the 
author said Tuesday. 
, an accounting office spo­
Tuesday that while the 
its good points ,  it is 
sat, by Student Financial 
ent Tom Dersch, would 
ts pay all Union operation­
and when the s tate would 
d revenue payments on the · 
. g. Ftnley of the accounting 
that although Dersch' s  
accurate he did not think 
would pass in the s tate 
the legislature would not 
posal as saving the state 
use it would be assuming 
costs in paying for the . g. 
Another detriment  to getting the 
proposal passed is a proposal by the 
Illinois Board of Higher Education to 
eliminate subsidies of auxiliary enter­
prises like the Union, he said. 
Finley said under the BHE plan 
students would be assessed not only 
for the Union operational costs but also 
for the building costs.  
' 'The trend by  the s tate is  to  have 
operative costs paid for by students , "  
Finley said. 
Dersch said presently students pay a 
yearly total of approximately $544,000 
in student fees to support the Union 
building and its operations ,  Dersch 
said. 
Of the $ 5 44, 000 , approximately 
$350;000 is  for bond revenue pay­
ments. The $10.20 per semester Union 
operational fee collected from each 
s tuden t cons ti tu te s  the remaining 
$194,000, Dersch said. 
He said the Union also receives 
$220,000 as a general revenue utility 
subsidy. 
ate to disc uss by/a.ws 
endment to the s tudent 
bylaws requiring a non­
ator to be appointed as 
of the senate Elections 
will be brought before the 
day. 
peaker Kevin Sandefur said 
y he expects the senate to 
on the proposal at the 
at 8 p.m. in the Union 
cola-Arcola Room.  
"Hopefully, we' ll be able to pass 
tha t  (the amendme n t), " Sandefur 
said. 
He said the senate should also hear 
a report from the recently formed 
Elections Committee concerning the 
upcoming student government elec­
tions. 
The elections are to be held Nov. 
15th .  
a recovering slowly 
Dulka of the foreign 
department , who had a heart 
August, said he is "feeling 
t will not be back to teach 
of months. 
as in the hospital for two 
returned for another week 
further problems, he said. 
'gn languages department 
temporary help to fill 
Dulka's position. 
Dutka ,  a former president of 
Eastern's chapter of the American 
Federation of Teachers, said he plans 
to be active in the organization after 
his recovery. 
"I feel better , but it will be a while 
before I can lead a normal life, " Dutka 
said. 
pel choir to perform 
of gospel music, skits and 
inment will be presented 
Gospel Choir Saturday in 
s second anniversary con-
rt, to be presented at 6:30 
Doudna Fine Arts Dvorak 
, will feature three skits 
quarte t cal led the 
" Steppers" in addition to the choral 
music . 
Judy Esco, public relations chair­
woman for the choir, said the group 
also hopes to be able to present guest  
choirs at the concert  but as of 
Wednesday had no firm plans. 
The concert is free and open to the 
public . 
NOW SHOWING 
BILLION DOLLAR HOBO" �ts:io$��� 
A UNIVER�At:Pl.CTURE · � 
'7: 15 
9:30 
Since tuition accounts for one-third 
of the general revenue funds, Dersch 
said an additional $73 ,000 is paid by 
students for the Union operation. 
student would pay $21 .  75 per semes� 
ter, a $10. 70 saving. 
He said that while he considers his 
proposal "idealistic , ' '  it is not unreal-
That  means the to tal student 
funding for the Union is $617,000, he 
said. 
By dividing the $61 7,000 by Eas­
tern' s  yearly full-time enrollment of 
approximately 19 ,000, Dersch said 
each student is ' 'paying $32.45 a 
semester for the Union." 
Dersch' s  proposal calls for the state 
to assume the $350;000 yearly bond 
revenue payments and students to 
assume the total Union operational 
costs.  
The total operational costs would 
include the $220,000 general revenue 
subsidy and the $ 1 9 4, 000 yearly 
operational fee, he said. 
By dividing the total by the 1 9,000 
enrollment, Dersch calculated each 
istic. 
· 
Concert tickets on . 
.sale Friday morning 
! - Tickets for the Homecoming per- ; 
formance of jazz trumpeter May­; nard Ferguson will go on sale at 9' 
a.m. Friday at the University Union 
Ticket Office, Anita Craig, Univer-1 
sity Board adviser, said W ednes­
day. 
Ticket prices are $ 4.50 for floor 
seats , $4  for west balcony bleachers 
and $3 for north and south balcony 
bleacher seats. 
--·· -- · ·  --- · 
Ferguson will be in concert at 8 
p.m. Nov. 3 in Lantz gymnasium. 
Lynyrd 'Skynyrd 
First and Last 
L.P. only $4.99 
SAVE DURING 
THE WEEK OF SHOP THESE DOZEN AND ONE SPECIALS I 
OFFER GOOD OCT. 9 THRU OCT. 14 
fi:l"iii :.�i:: 
suits 
SELECT YOUR NEW SUIT 
FOR FALL, ALL STYLES 











ARROW OR OXFORD 
SELECT ANY WINTER COAT 
$35 OR MORE, GET A PAIR . 
DRESS SHIRT 







s 15 To $20 
s 1 s �? 1 fi:J 1a T-SHIRT 
WITH PURCHASE OF JEANS 
DRESS 
GLOVES 
2 PR. SOX 
WITH SWEATER fi:ltU 
2 PR. SOX 
WITH PURCHASE 
.DRESS SLAX SHAFER'S 
DOWNTOWN CHARLESTON 
t. 
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Eastern News 
Opinion/Commentary 
The opinions expressed on the Eastern News editorial 
pages do not necessarily reflect the - views of Eastern's 
administrative or academic departments. Through its editorial 
pages, the News will endeavor to provide a forum for campus 
discussion and comment. 
Keep c l os e  eye 
on elect ions 
The student government elections this year will 
be governed as they have been in the past, by a 
Student Senate committee mainly composed of 
student senators. 
proposal which would have established a new 
committee independent of the senate has been 
dropped for_ an indefinite period since the cam­
paign 'period begins in less than a month 
In pl" ·a of that proposal, a senate member and a 
non-senate member were named co-chairman of 
the committee. 
The appointment of BiH Houlihan as co-chairman 
in an attempt to allow a non-senator some control 
over committee actions was fundamentally a good 
move. 
However, Houlihan has only recently resigned as 
a senator , and is still tied closely with senators and 
their actions. 
· 
Granted, as past chairman, Houlihan should be 
able to keep the election running ·smoothly , but in 
view of h is ties to the senate, he is as likely to be 
biased as any senator would be. 
We understand the concern senators may have 
over the appointment of committee members and 
the leadership of the committee under the first 
proposal 
We do wish that the half of the senate which 
Speaker Kevin Sandefur said "really d idn't care 
one way or the other" about the proposal begins to 
care enough about the elections to · carefully 
oversee the them. 
In the past four years •. the student government 
elections have been plagued by confusion over 
petition deadlines, and charges of ballot-fixing and 
partisanship by the committee. 
We are not looking for that to happen this time for 
any reason, but even the best-intentioned election 
process can end up in a mess. 
The News is looking forward to seeing a large 
number of candidates running for executive and 
senate positions. 
We urge the senate and its Elections .Committee 
to help that possibility by ove·rseeing the elections 
as fairly and as efficiently as possible. 
Fonderon 
I GET OEP�SSEO EVER'< 
'lllU��PAY. IT ALW'AVS SE'EMS 
llll:E SLICH A SLOW OAY. 
IME'AN MOl'JOAY llSUAll'< 
GOES FASi SE'CA\JSE '(ou'RE 
ALWAYS so eus'(. ANO 
1'\JESOAYS ARE GRE'AT &CAUSf 
'f't)\l KNOW voo'vE MAOE' IT 
'Tl-IROllStt � f7f1 MO�OAY. r�':y', 






W a lier a go od d eal 
Having never been to a University Board 
sponsored Coffeehouse performance, I was 
prepared for a rasping country singer 
plucking a guitar, trying unsuccessfully to 
imitate either Freddy Fender or Johnny 
Cash. 
• I was totally wrong. Last Thursday night's 
performance by Harry Waller was both 
funny and original. 
As a comedian-singer, Waller had the 
audience laughing to such tunes as 
"Coachroaches on Parade," in which the 
audience was asked to imitate their favorite 
"roach," "Hey Girl Scout I Want Your 
Cookies," and "I Hate Cats" (complete 
with a demonstration of the anti-cat hand 
symbol). 
Though most of his songs were comical, 
and interspersed with jokes, Waller also sang 
love songs that made the audience melt. 
Although singing to an audience of about 
150 people, Waller· seemed content with the 
turn-out. 
I couldn't understand why there weren't 
lfvi@Mlf@@@ 
�G=u@£)@ 
more - people there. The performers 
by the UB Coffeehouse are all prof! 
from other cities who play in clubs 
have to pay a lot more than the Rat 
price of 50 cents to see them. 
The Rathskellar's atmosphere 
brick and wood makes it the perfect 
take a date, and it's economical. 
can you go for an evening of 
relaxation? 
All in all, I had an excellent time 
Waller's performance. 
This week I am looking forward 
back and seeing, not a professional, 
own schoolmates, as they sing, 
or do whatever they do best for 
Coffeehouse ''Open Stage.'1 
. �. � : ... 
Gymnasts' potentiol l�ille 
Editor� 
In response to Brad Patterson's  
inane article in the Sept. 13  issue of 
the Eastern News, I have this to say.  
Like it or not football fans,  Eastern's  
minor sports programs have attracted 
more national recognition than our 
football team ever has or could ever 
hope to attract. ' 
Speaking for one sport alone, gym­
nas tics : it is too bad that  Brad 
Patterson is too young to remember as 
far back as 1972 when the Eastern 
Panthers won NAIA nationals .  
Or  when Mark W atman represented 
the United States in the Macadihan 
Olympics. 
Few people can recall the recogni­
tion that Keith first brought to Eastern 
when he took third place in NCAA 
Division I, back in 1974.  
That was when our te am was 
"building. " 
The year the gymnastics team was 
cut at Eastern we had more potential 
for a championship team than ever 
before . 
But because of the hopeless dream 
of the people in power, that potential 
was never realized. 
The athle tic department  in i ts 
infinite wisdom decided that the 
way for Eas tern to get n ati 
recognition is with a "top-n 
football team. 
They never even realized how 
we were to having gymnasts like 
Connors on the Eastern roster. 
(For those of you who are una 
Bart Connors is now the number 
gymnast in the United States .) 
So, students ,  don't fall for 
argument that football will give 
ern "national" recognition .  
It holds true only if you 
yourself to watching Monday 
football. 
In my mind, and in the · 
many, the only recognition that 
ern gets now days is that of be. 
of the few "fine" state sch 
dump a great sport like gymn 
they could fly to their co 
games and eat thick steaks 
week. 
Ex-Eastern 
P.S .  If you don' t believe me 
the books. Find out what they 
all the money that was sup 
" set  aside" for minor sports. 
�CMr, THE OWLY "THING THAT 
SAVES 'i/EOlJSDAY IS Tl-\E 
t\NOWUOGE TAAT You'\/E 
MAOE IT HAlf wA'{ THRllUGH 
THE WE.E�. auT THUl<SOA'< .... 
'1EAH, I �ow WHAT '(OU 
MEAtJ. IT'S Kl�O Of LIKE 
SEIN<; PUT ON HOLD 
UtJTIL FRIOA'(. 
All letters to the edit 
name, address and 
of their authors t 
purposes. Letters 
this information will 
Names will be with 
request. Letters sho 
should not exceed 
length. Letters will be 
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Iden ho peful East e rn will jo in n ew /SA 
Glover 
t Body President Tom· 
said Wednesday that by 
r, he would like to. see 
'oin a group that would allow 
to lobby on the state level in 
Id. 
'nois Student Association was 
formed in Springfield where 
t office is located. 
t to see Eastern attend the 
ing on Nov. 12 and take a 
k at it ," Holden said. 
oup has hired a professional 
and set as legislative goals 
support for student input in 
· g college tuition, full­
of the I l l inois State 
' p  Commission, selling beer 
and wine in university unions, voting 
rights for student trustees, and a law 
giving students full control over 
student activity fees. 
The ISA also has several projects 
planned for member schools, Holden 
said. 
One concerns how to run a book 
exchange that supports itself, but 
Holden said that " with Eastern's  
textbook library that wouldn' t  be a 
great service. " 
Others include a student consumer 
service to be run locally and a statewide 
tenant-landlord book which would pay 
for itself. 
"That sounds excellent," Holden 
said. 
Help with student legal problems 
S/awards open 
doctoral hopefuls 
'cations for the 1979-80 . 
I Sc i ence Fou n d a t i o n ' s  
oral Fellowship awards are 
ailable, Thomas Bond, vice 
t for academic affairs, said 
ges Follies at 
nion Ballroom 
igma Pi fraternity will show 
e Stooges Follies' ' at 4, 6:30 
.m. Thursd ay in the University 
lroom. · 
' s ions will be SO cents. 
who have earned a doctoral degree in 
mathemat ics,. physical  sci ence ,  
medicine, biology, engineering, or the 
social sciences, or who have had 
research trammg or experience 
equivalent to a doctorate, Bond said. 
A wards will be made for research or 
study related to national needs in those 
sciences, he said. 
Applicants may not have held their 
doctorate for more than five years as 
of the Nov. 3 application deadline, he 
said. 
Applications may be obtained from: 
Fellowship Office, National Research 
Courn::il, 2101 Constitution Ave. , 
N.W.,  Washington, D. C. 20418. 
and a lobbying workshop are also in 
the I SA's  plans. 
For Eastern to join the I SA, Holden 
and a committee must recommend 
membership to the Student Senate, 
who in turn will vote on the recom­
mendation. 
There are two types of memberships. 
One is a general school membership 
· which provides ISA services and a 
general vote in the organization. It  
would cost $200. 
The second type of membership is 
executive, which costs $25 per fulltime 
equivalent student. 
The benefits of this membership are 
that members have a major say in 
policy matters and they can veto 
general resolutions, Holden said. 
Colleges that have already joined 
I SA are I llinois State University, 
Northern Illinois University, Southern 
The Rathskeller Grill & Deli ... . 
... welcomes students Et.faculty 
SPECIALS 
Thursday- ·vegetable Soup & French Roll 70¢ 
Ham Sandwich $125 $1°0 
Ju m b o  regu l a r 
Friday-_ - Tuna Fish Sandwich 75¢ 
New England Clam Chowder 70¢ 
S u n day ­
Turkey Sandwich 
$135 
J u m b o  
$105 
reg u l a r  
I llinois University at both Carbondale 
and Edwardsville, Sangamon State and 
Loyola University. 
· 
Holden said his " first impression of 
the organization based on the people 
and schools involved, is that it would 
be worthwhile joining the general 
membership body, give it a year , re­
evaluate the I SA and determine 
whether we would want to become a 
member of the executive council." 
" I  think we need to take steps 
toward a statewide involvement, and 
this has to be accomplished through 
s o m e  t y p e  o f  c o o p e r a t i v e  
organization," Holden said. 
Just how large and powerful the 
organization would be would depend 
on the number of colleges that join it, 
he added. 
Eastern would be represented by orie 
or two student representatives. 
·The Rathskeller will be open at 2 p.m . 
. 
Sunday for the World Series. 
Ill MARTIN LUTHER KING,"JR � UNIVERSrrYUNION 
Located in the basement of the East.Wing oft he Union 
e !astern News Thursday, Oct. 12, 197� ·Newt 
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PAD to add thre e n ew c o urses OCTOBERFEST 
SPECIAL by Linda Charnesky 
Three additional Personal Advanced 
Development (PAD) courses have been 
added for fall semester, Mary Smith of 
the housing office said Wednesday. 
Registration for the three courses: 
comic book and society, backpacking 
and beginning ballet will be Thursday 
through Monday in the housing office, 
Smith said. 
Comic book and society will be 
taught by Stephen Hofer of the speech 
communications department and is a 
historical study of comic books, she 
saia. 
The four to six week comic book 
study will cost $3. 50, she said. 
The second additional PAD course 
will be backpacking, taught by Jane 
Reed, Lincoln Hall Resid ence 
Counselor. . 
This course .will be o,ffered at 7 p . m. 
beginning Wednesday in the lower 
conference room of Stevenson Tower. 
"This course will introduce persons 
to backpacking and food selection," 
Smith said. 
She added that backpacking trips 
Debate team takes 
f·irst place at Butler 
by Karen Hamilton 
Eastern's  debate team over the 
weekend defeated 26 schools at the 
Butler Tournament at Butler Uni­
versity in Indianapolis , Ind .  
Members of  the winning team, 
sophomore Randy Cheek and fresh­
man Andrea Wirth , won the tourna­
ment by defeating Butler University in 
the final round. 
The second debate team, sophomore 
Janet Fritschie and sophomore Molly 
Hall took third place with a record of 
five and one and the third team, 
�phorrore I Barb Haney and freshman 
Cindy Jacobs ,. finished with a record of 
four and two. 
Cheek was awarded second place in 
the speaker division of the tournament 
and Wirth and Hall tied for fourth 
place speaker. 
ThP. tonic for debate this year is 
whether of not the federai govemment 
should provide equal opportunity for 
employmen t  for all  U . S .  citizens , 
David Svaldi, the team's adviser 
said . 
Each year the debate coaches across 
the country vote and select the debate 
topic, he said. 
Many hours of research is required 
for the team to be able to support both 
sides of the issue , Svaldi said . For hal f 
of the tournament,which consists o f  
three rounds , the team must support 
the topic . 
The team has a 70 to 80 percent win 
record, which is very good for this time 
of year, he said . 
The debate team usually competes  
two weeks out of  each month. The next 
tournament will be at Kansas Stat e 
University in Emporia, T<<>nsas. 
Princ iples and polic ies 
to be evaluated by CAA 
by Pam Olson 
The Council on Academic Affairs 
will examine its principles and policies 
at 3 p. m. Thursday in the Union ad­
dition Arcola-Tuscola Room, CAA 
Chairman Herb Lasky said Wed­
nesday. 
The members "will attempt to define 
more clearly what some of the 
council 's  policies are," he said. 
Policies under consideration ,concern 
determining when a prqposed course 
duplicates an already existing class. 
Also under consideration will be the 
council 's current policy on deleting a 
class to make room for a new course, 
Lasky said. 
In addition to policy discussion, 
Lasky said the council "will probably" 
vote on six proposed courses from the 
speech-communication department. 
Courses . under consideration are 
basic broadcast speech 2550, broadcast 
news writing 3610 and advanced 
broadcast announcing 3550. 
Other courses to be discussed are 
introduction to interpersonal com­
munication 2420, introduction to 
organizational communication 3430 
and theories of organizational com­
munication 3510. 
UB open stage to be Thursday 
Instead of the usual University 
Board Coffeehouse , students this 
Thursday will be able to see their 
peers at 7 p .m.  in the Union addition 
Rathskellar as the UB presents ' 'Open 
Stage. 
John Knuth,  UB Coffeehouse coor· 
dinator, said 11 acts have signed up w 
appear at the "Open Stage . "  Ten are 
musical acts and one is a comedy act 
he added. 
Open Stage provides an opportunit) 
to see students show off their skills .  




Magic at your table 
with 
Kevin Kelly 
Starting at 9:30 p.m. 
will also be taken during the class and 
the only cost wi!l be a $1 registration 
fee. 
The third additional PAD course 
being offered will be ballet, beginnin:, 
Monday and running either on 
Monday' s  from 7-9 p. m. or 9-11 p.m., 
Tuesday's from 5-7 p.m. or Wed­
nesday's from 5-7 p. m. The ballet 
course will cost $5. 
With Our Surprise 
' 
NOVELTY --
"The time that attracts more 
students will determine when the ballet 
class will be taught," Smith said. 
Senior Cheryl Sawicki will teach the 
ballet coQrse, which will stress in­
termediate terms and execution of 
those terms through strength-building 
exercises, she said. 
Smith said any student or faculty 1 
member who has a social, academic or 
athletic skill and would like to share it 
with others should contact her to teach 
PAD courses for spring semester. 
The courses will be set up the way 
the instructors want them and the 
money ,amount will be determined to 
fit the students, Smith added. 
Friday, Nov. 3, 1978 











MAYBE YOU CJ\N DO 
SOMETHING DIFFERENTf 
CONSIDER SPENDING l/30TH OF YOUR LIFE AS A PEACE CORPS OR 
A VISTA VOLUNTEER. IT'S AN ADVENTURE BUT IT WON'T BE EASY. 
IF YOU NEED PAMPERING THEN MAYBE YOU'D BETTER THINK OF 
SOMETHING ELSE, BUT IF YOU' RE CONCERNED ABOUT BASIC PROBLEMS 
WHICH AFFECT PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD - FOOD AND WATER, 
HEALTH AND HOUSING, JOBS AND SOCIAL JUSTICE - AllD ARE NOT 
AFRAID TO SPEND ONE OR TWO YEARS IN A DIFFERENT ENVJRONMEllT, 
MAYBE THE PEACE CORPS OR VISTA JS FOR YOU. 
Contact Recruiters at: 
st8.cl9_s_ ren1 8.iil to r M id east pe8.Ce-Carter  
GTON (AP)-Three lines to be 
the sands of the Sinai 
the major obstacles as Egypt 
move their peace talks to 
soil Thursday. 
t Carter plans to welcome 
and defense ministers of -
tries in a brief, ceremonial 
session of the continuing 
that were begun at the 
vid summit. 
· g the ceremony, the talks 
uled to move across the 
Blair House, the govem­
pest residence , where Sec­
State Cyrus Vance pians to 
the United States .  
d Nations flag will fly over 
· g while the talks continue.  _ 
American optimism about the out­
come of the talks is grounded in the 
belief that the difficult issues between 
the two countries were resolved at 
Camp David and in the '!raelis 
Knesset. 
The issues ramainin� involve largely 
,_1rawing linef on ·rtnaf'artlie . Sinai, 
-, 1e d ese-rt territory which Israel 
captured from Egypt in 1967, and has · 
now agreed to return. 
One line, to be drawn roughly 30 
miles east of the Suez Canal, will mark 
the closest point that Egyptian troops 
are to be allowed to approach the 
Israeli border. 
Another, ranging from 12-25 miles 
west of the Israeli border, will de­
lineate a demililtarized zone open 
irit c on t e s t  en try 
adlin e an n o un c ed 
only to United Nations troops and era in the Middle East. 
civilian police . But there are external problems 
The third, drawn roughly down the which could arise, American officials 
middle of the Sinai region, will nmk the said Wednesday, beginning with tht· 
point to which Israel must withdraw its still simmering disputes --over the 
troops on an interim basis within nine second portion of the Camp David 
months of the signing of a final agreements , which covered the West 
agreement. Bank and Gaza Strip issues. · 
Full Israeli with<}.rawal must take In theory, the two agreements could 
place between two and three years proceed on separate tracks . There is 
after the signing of the treaty. nothing in their language which links 
The Camp David summit produced {X'ogress on o� to progress on another. 
solutions to problems that American But, as Carter told his news con­
officials felt were much more difficult, ference Tuesday, in the minds of him, 
such as Israel ' s  willingness to remove Begin, and President Anwar Sadat of 
its · settlements from the territory. Egypt, the two agreements are linked, 
The Knesset agreed to the proposal and there will likely be some dis­
after Prime Minister Menachem Begin cussion of the West Bank and Gaza 
returned from Camp David. is�ues during the talks.  
If Washington talks go as' planned, 1-lll•il••••••• .. ••-• and the interim withdrawal takes 
place, israel and . Egypt are committed 
to establishing normal economic and 
diplomatic relations,  opening a new - -c_:.... 
, Eastern fle ws. · sav� 
1 1 H ave a good day ! "  ·: 
gnized student activity or 
"on can pick up forms to enter 
ming spirit contest at the 
'ICtivities office, Contest Coor­
b Rhter said Wednesday. 
must be returned to the 
rally, stunt show, attendance at Satur- 1 
day's  football game, presenting a 
cheer at the pep rally and hanging a 
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH 
1th and Harrison 
Charleston, Ill. 
dition office by S p.m.  Oct. 
said. 
nts for the Spirit Contest 
en consolidated into one 
this year, in contrast to last 
en the window decorating 
was held separately, Ritter 
banner at the football game. 
Entries in the parade will be given 
SO points for a flatbed float, 30 points , 
for a walking float and 10 points for a 
decorated car, Ritter said. 
The activity receiving the highest 
point total will be presented with a 
trophy at the half-time events during 
the Nov. 4 football game . 




Coach Don Eddy 
ist Baptist Church 
9:30 a. m. 
SundayOct. 15 
in the contest will be giver 
each activity they participate 
soon as possible because window 
decorating themes will be taken on a IWl�+ ... H�+ ... H.,.+ ... H.,.+ ... H.,.+..,.IMl.._.+ ... M-.•.,.M 
· 'es include the Union win­
ting contest, house decor­
test, parade , bonfire and tJep 
first-come first-serve basis . 
She added themes for the window 
painting contest must be in conjunc­
tion with the "Betti.ng on a Full 
House" theme of Homecoming ' 78. 
al to  speak at banquet 
ant Gov. uave U' Neal will 
guest speaker at a county 
dinner at 6:30 p. m. 
y in the Union addition Grand 
attending the SS per plate 
· be Republicans Dan Crane, 
te for U . S .  Representative 
22nd district, Jim Edgar and 
;:huck Campbell , candidates for state 
Representative and Max �offey can­
didat� for State Senate . 
County officers ana ooaru i...c.n­
didates will also attend the dinner. 
Herb Brooks, Lo1e�  County 
Republican chairman, said Wednesday 
the dinner will be a "county rally and 
get-together. " 
· 'ALU I M O RE 
r HAN  J U ST 
P IZZA" 
elt��ltK� 
1 - 1 M on-Thu r  (comer of 4th & L incoln) 
1 -L. t-n tt ::) a t  We l>eliver 2 - ·1 �un Phone J 45 - 2 ff4 1  or 3 4 6 -28 4 4  
. - - offers edited 
fashions for the 
Smart collegienne in sizes 
from-
4 - 1 4 
S c h ra d e r  S p o rt 
G u n n i e s  fro m G u n n e  S ax 
( Satin Disco ::Jeperates ) 
S u i t s  f rom S i r fo r  H e r 
BGE - Updated sweaters 
Fashion clutch bags from 
Tuck-Orr and others in 
grey , wine , brown and green. 
De Loux Cas h m ere s Ill 
1 5  colors , specially priced 
$45 - $65 
Jo y � te p h e n s, l o n gs 
- 1 706 Broadway 
F re n c h  Ra b b i t  � a rkas  
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R e po rte r re l ease d  to ce l e b rate Yo rn K i p p u r  
HACKENSACK, N.J .  (AP)-New 
York Times reporter Myron Farber, 
ordered back to jail, got a one-day 
reprieve from his indefinite sentence 
so he can observe Yorn Kippur today, 
the highest holy day in the Jewish 
religion . 
Superior Court J u dge Theodore 
Trautwein ordered Farber, a Jew, to 
surrender  Thursday to continue 
serving the sentence for refusing to 
turn over his files on Dr. Mario 
J ascalevich . 
"Maybe there 'll be a change of 
mind Thursday morning. Think about 
it, Mr. Farber, please,"  Trautwein 
said. 
Farber, who has served 27 days in 
jail for contempt, also faces a second to comply with that order in accord­
contempt citation for refu sing to ance with my rights under the U .S .  
answer a defense question during Constitution and the New York and 
Jascalevich 's  murder trial . New Jersey shield laws,"  the reporter 
Trial Judge William Arnold said he said. 
would hold the citation in abeyance The Times, which is also appealing a 
until he decides if the initial contempt contempt citation in the case, gave 
citation covers Farber' s refusal to Trautwein's  court a $100,000 check for 
answer questions as well as his 'refusal criminal contempt penalties .  
to  surrender his notes.  Jascalevich ' s  attorney Raymond 
The U . S .  Supreme Court Friday Brown called Farber 's  continued defi­
vacated an order freeing Farber from ance a "deliberate attempt to make a 
jail pending his formal appeal of the mockery of the court and the rights of a 
initial contempt citation . defendant. " 
Trautwein gave the reporter another Attorneys for the surgeon, dubbed 
opportunity to surrender the flies "Dr. X" by Farber in his early reports 
Tuesday. But Farber was unbending. on a 10-year-old series of hospital 
"Your honor, I respectfully decline _ deaths, say the reporter' s  files are 
needed to insure their client a 
trial . 
The Times and Farber argue th 
surrender the files would viola· 
reporter' s obligation to protect 
fidential sources .  
J ascalevkh is  on trial here 
charges he murdered three hos 
patients in the mid-1960s with 
jections of curare, a muscle relaJ 
Farber's investigation and repori 
The Times led to a renewed inv 
gation of the deaths.  
Farb er was cited for conte: 
Tuesday after he refused to ider 
the law enforcement officials who 
him curare had been found ·in the � 
of one of the hospital patients. I 
Keep in  touch with Eastern--subscribe to the Eastern News 
' 
An Eastern N ews subscript ion  on ly cost� $ 1 0 




• • t .. . . . . 
enf Pam McKenzie catnaps between classes in the University Union. 
photo by Mark Winkler) 
· 
oug/as to con sider hours 
e Residence Hall  Association 
ay will consider a proposal to 
lish 24-hour visitation at Douglas 
proposal is a result of a survey 
uglas which showed that 94 . 1  
t of the residents prefer that 
A will meet at 5 p . m .  at 
Stevenson Tower. 
An explanation of the Board of 
Higher Education' s  proposal to elimi­
nate subsidies of auxiliary enterprises 
will also be presented by Housing 
Director Louis Hencken. 
Reports wili also be given on the 
RHA barbecue , Haunted House and 
leadership seminar programs. 
Camp us Clips 
Club trip cancelled 
Outing Club backpacking trip scheduled 
weekend has been cancelled. The trip 
held later this month. 
, the club will rapell from the rear of 
stadium at 5 p. m .  Thursday 
r talk scheduled 
�oductory talk on death and dying wil l  be 
held by members of Eckankar : Path of Total 
Awareness at 7 : 30 p. m. Thursday in the union 
addit ion M artinsvil le Room . 
Business sorority plans meeting 
Phi Gamma N u ,  the business sorority, wil l  hold 
a business meeting at 6 p. m. Thursday in  the 
Union addition Tuscola-Arcola Room. 
· 
-
TE D'S P RES E N TS 
TO N IGH T 
''A P P A LO O SA'' 
Thursd�y. Oct. 1 2 , 1 978 •astern ••Vr• 9 
D e rby D ays c o n t i n u e  
w it h  ' D ec -a-S ig ' 
by Karen Kunz 
Sigma Chi Derby Days .activities 
continue Thursday with the Dec-a-Sig 
contest. 
Greg Feary, co-chairman for Derby 
Days, said the contest will take place 
at 8 p.m. in the Buzzard Education 
Building Auditorium. 
For the contest, sororities will pick a 
member of the Sigma Chi fraternity 
and decorate him in keeping with a 
" Stars of the '50s" theme, Feary said. 
Following the contest a party will be 
held at the Sigma Chi house for all 
sororities . 
Friday the annual Derby · chase 
begins at 8 a.m. and continues until 4 
p .m.  
Members of the fraternity will be 
wearing derbies and football flags . 
Sorority members have t9 chase the 
derby wearers through the quads and 
capture one of the flags in order to get ' 
points, Feary said. 
The only boundaries for the chase 
are inside the sidewalks of the quads 
on campus , he said . 
Friday will also be the day for the 
Moon Mark, when Sigma Chi letters 
are painted on the back sides of ' 
sorority members ' jeans . 
Derby Days will conclude on Sat­
urday with volleyball playoffs at 10 
a .m.  at Lantz gymnasium followed by 
a 15-keg party with surprise games,  
Feary said. 
event will be a dunking booth at the 
house and the "Derby Dan" contest 
Thursday and Friday in � lli.on, le said. 
Sororities choose a ·Sigma: Chi they 
want to represent them by voting by 
donations in the Union. The Sigma Chi 
with the most money donated in his 
name becomes. "Derby l>an." 
D i d  you know 
we' re specia l i sts 
i n  m a l e  ha i r care? 
O u r  p rofess i o n a l s  
offe r the l atest . 
i n  u p-to-the- m i n u te � ,  
styl i n g .  We k n ow 
l oo k i ng good m eans  
good- loo k i n g  ha i r .  
We' re here t o  do 
so m eth i n g  abou t  i t. 
Pho n ej 3-4 8 - 8 7 7 5 now ! 
Money-rais ing activities for;mrhieni!�========i�ill 
F o r  
The E N T E RTA I N M EN T  AMUSE M E N T  CO. 
PR ESE NTS 
llOHl:OH 
SPECIAL GUESTS 
10 BE ANNOUNCED 
·Tuesday, Oct. 24, 7 :30 PM 
TICKETS ON SALE NOW 
GEN ERAL ADMISSION: $6.00 ADVANCE ISU STUDENTS, $7 .00 PUBLIC 
HULMAN CENTER TICKET OFFICE; G REAT SCOT G ROCERY 
STORES; DALE'S-CHARLESTON . ILL.: THE RECORD 
CELl.:AR-VINCENNES. 
ORDER BY MAIL NOW 
HULMAN CENTER TICKET OFFICE. I NOIANA STATE 
UNIVERSITY ,  9TH & CHERRY STREET, TERRE HAUTE, 
I N DIANA 47809. ENCLOSE 50¢ WITH CHECK OR MONEY 
ORDER FOR POSTAGE AND HANOI . ING.  FOR INFORMATION CALL 
8 1 2/2 32-63 1 1 Ext- 2 7 5 7  · 
INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY'S 
HULMAN CENTER 
am p e te Li n �  o AJu tofT!_ot_i ve S e rv ice  
P a rts, A m e ri can & I m ports . 
�-
f . . 
S e e  You r � - A I 'PRO : 
E j)f!OF�S:SIONAL PARTS PEOPLE]� 
Jobbe r 
�1"-� ..... . .. , ... ;.,.....;;.,,�'"m.,..,.;;;:..;;r.;;;,'.77;;;-o;;;:,. -1H UTTO N'S 'PARTS SERVICE lN C 
1400 Reyn o l d s  D r. 
345 -21 5 6  
1\t o n -F ri t i t  7:0 0 
S a t  t i l  5:00 
5 07 Mad i s on S t. 
345-3991  
M o n -Fri tif5:00 
F o r  h e l p  w i th S e rv i ce P rob l e m s  E nj oy 
Watc h i n g a n d  Lea rn i n g wi tnth e 
A UTO P RO VI D E O  A N.SW.E R CE NTER 
1 a· aaster•"•w• Thurs�ay, 9ct. 1 . 2 .  1 978  Sp 
Field h o ckey t eam takes do uble win on roac 
>y Janet Haberkorn 
Coming off a two garre winning streak, 
he Eastern field hockey team will 
ravel to Purdue University Saturday 
oc an  1 1 :30 a .m.  contest . 
Speaking of Purdue, Eastern coach 
Jetty .Temple said "They're a physical 
earn, nothing we can just shrug off. " 
Temple said Ball State had defeated 
>urdue, and the Panthers have beaten 
lall State, so Eastern should be con­
>idered the favorite . 
"In order to _get a bid for regionals 
we have to win just about every game 
we have left. We've really got to come 
on strong now , "  Temple said. 
Against Purdue, 1'.emple said her 
starting lineup will consist of seniors 
Linda (Jo) Bailey, and Nancy Theis, juniors 
Paula Werths,  Phyllis Tambling, Car­
men Ritz and Donna Gale. Also 
starting will be sophomores " Donna 
Macios, Teresa Dawson, and Becky Le­
grande, and freshmen Susan Spinner 
and Sue Carr. 
. Temple is particularly pleased with 
the improvement shown by goalie ''Now that our lineup is basicall: 
Legrande and link Carr. and we have a specific formation 
"For having never played goalie , _ should be a 100112 team by 
Becky has come on strong. She is fast, week, " Temple said. 
confident and has excellent reflexes, "  Sophomore standout Joyce K 
Temple said, " Sue has proved herself who is recovering from a br 
at her position . She' ll be tough at collarbone, will not be playing S. 
link. " day. Temple said Kelly has sti 
The Panthers, with a 3-1-2 record - practicing however , and will defin 
are definitely a strong team. But be able to play in the state tourna1 
Temple feels her team is only playing November 4 .  
90112 of what it should be. 
Vol ley bal le·rs boast a 1 2 - 6 JM installs fee The Intramural Office will institute a 
$20 forfeit fee for I .M. teams starting 
with Co-rec basketball and men's and 
women' s  volleyball beginning Monday. 
Stat e  archer) 
t o u rney slate  
rec ord i n  next t o u rn ey 
I .M. Director David Dutler said "a 
team entry must submit a $20 che�k to 
the I .M. office before it may start and, 
if the team does not have any forfeits 
at the end of the season, the team's 
check will be destroyed. ' '  
The State Archery Tournam 
will be held at Eastern Friday i 
Saturday from 9 a.m. to S p.m. 1y Jane Meyer . A six-team round robin tournament 
s next on tap for the Eastern 
1olleyballers Friday and Saturday in 
v1cAfee Gym. 
Featured in the tournament are 
3radley, St . Louis University, 
•lorissant Valley Junior <:;ollege, 
Jlinois Central Co llege'· and the 
J niversity of Missouri-Columbia. 
The Panthers, boasting a 12-6 
·ecord , will be seeing action at 6 Friday 
} .m. when they face defending 
iational junior college champion 
•lorissant Valley. 
Next at 8 p.m. Eastern will square 
) ff against the nat i onal ly  ranked 
University of  Missouri-Columbic; 
:earn. 
"I feel that these two teams will be 
)Ur toughest competitors," said coach 
\1argie Wright . "Florissant Valley has 
:iad a lot of experience against some of 
�he toughest teams in the qation . ' '  
As for Missouri , Wright said that 
t�s\ 
some of its team members are transfers 
from Florissant Valley. 
"Both teams have a lot of talent 
backed up by the size of their players,' ' 
Wright said . 
At 1 1  a .m .  Saturday, Eastern will play 
Bradley with a game following at 1 
p .m.  against St . Louis University. 
Wright said that she hasn't  seen 
Bradley in action yet, but that Eastern 
has already defeated St . Louis 
University in the St . Louis Invitational 
last weekend. 
Wright said that ermtionally, the 
team is ready for the tournament, but 
that more aggressiveness is needed . 
"Our team spirit is on fire," said 
Wright. "But I feel that we will have to 
execute our moves more fully to stay 
ahead . "  
Wright said that this will especially 
hold true in the Florissant Valley game 
because their orponents are hard 
hitters, thus the Panthers will have to 
execute its blocking well . 
However,  Dutler said "if a team 
forfeits one game it will lose $10 it 
submits. If the team forfeits twice 
during the season it will lose all of its S20." 
Dutler said this wi1l eliminate the 
trouble I .M.  teams have been having 
when one team decides it does not 
want to participate in a game: He said 
many teams will now 'play all their 
games because their check would be 
lost if they forfeit. 
" It will also eliminate the , sched­
uling problems the I .M. office had 
been having in the past ,"  he said. 
Dutler added that the intramural 
program will still have as many teams 
as before ' 'because of the interest of 
students to participate in I .M.  sports . ' '  
Our R eps have 
Joan Schmidt, director of 
event, warns all persons not to 
the playing fie lds  east of 
campus and south of the parkin 
for obvious safety reasons. 
Spikers to try out 
Men's  intercollegiate voile 
tryouts will be hel.d · at 7 p m . on 
day· in McAfee Gym. If unab 
attend, please call 348-85 1 7 .  
r � � � � � � � �  
Keep in Touch With What 's : . ...Happening � kead the · 
t /Eastern flew;, 








�-· ... . - "' have your first name put 
on you r  Pabst cloth i ng. 
- . - WH ITE T-SH I R T ,  B L U E  T R IM - THE PABST RACING JACK ET. 
Nancy 's Lettering, 
1 721 Matteson Street, Charleston, I l l inois 
M i ke J .  
3 4 5 - 7 8 5 4 
De b b i e 
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Mitch B .  
3 4 5 - 7 8 5 4  
$3.00 $8.75 
Bonus Coupon . 
S ee o n e  o f  t h es e  re ps 
a n d  get a B o n u s 
o n  y o u r n e xt 
p u r c h a se o f  Yi B B L  
Pabst or Pabst Extra li9 
Thursday, Oct. 1 2 , 1 97 8 •• •t• r• Me wa 1 1  
Classified Ads 
Please report classified ad errors immediately at 58 1 -
2 8 1 2 . A correct ad wi l l  appear in the next editio n . U nless 
n otified , we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after 
its f irst i nsertion . 
wanted immediately! 
home-no experience 
xcel lent pay . Write 
ice, 8350 Park Lane,  
Dellas, TX 7 5 2 3 1  . 
,..._ ______ 1 6  
ers . The New En­
Center is now taking 
for full and part t ime help.  
& Lincoln . Charleston . 
1--------- 1 2  
b l e  a n d  m a t u r e  
ER between 3 : 00 and 
days. Car necessary . 
conditions and wages . 
961 . 
roommate needed as 
"ble to share upstairs of 
$7 5/month plus facil ities . 
1-------- 1 3  
BLE BABYSITIER for 
old girl . Needed oc­
lrom 5 : 4 5  a . m .  to 8 : 30 
2 :30 p .m .  to 1 1  p . m .  at 
necessary , good wages . 
27 .  
�------- 1 2  
ride to Chicago Loop.  
1 3 , arriving before 6 : 00 .  
gas. Jul ia, 345-669 7 .  
,__ ______ 1 3  
te needed to share 
$70 plus util ities . 
345·5390. 
�------- 1 3  
girls looking for two­
a p a r t m  e n  t s t a r t i n g  
Call Marcia 345-6 5 7 9  or 
5377 .  
o n e  
dish-
i f ier reverb and tremelo 
pedal and Magnatone 
with case. Both $ 2 7 5 .  
1 ·3232 
For Sa le 
Macrame plant hangers,  wal l 
hangings, tables, etc . Made to order . 
Great Christmas gifts. Call Tami 5 8 1 -
3 2 3 2 . 
____________ 1 3  
F O R  S A L E : A K C  R E G .  
N EWFOUNDLAND P U PS 8 weeks 
old. Shots and wormed.  948-553 1 or 
948-5240 evenings.  
1 9 7 7  '!. Honda. 7 5 0 K  2 , ?00 miles . 
E . C .  $ 1 800.  3 4 5 - 2 3 2 8  after 5 .  
Five 1 4 ' Chevrolet Mclaren mags & 
tires. $ 1 2 5 ,  345-508 2 .  
Assorted Patchwork pillow tops to 
qui lt ,  $ 3 . 5 0 .  Frames for quilting ,  
$ 7  . 50 ,  $6 . 50 .  Directions are in­
cluded . Cal l  Dean after 5 .  5 8 1 - 3 7 3 0 .  
____________ 1 3  
Mid -length suede coat . Size 1 3/ 1 4 .  
Like new. $ 5 0 ,  345-30 7 2 .  
' 7 2  V W  bus. Excellent condition . 
$ 1 500 or best offer. M ust sell soon . 
348-8346.  
____________ 1 3  
Doberman Pinehers puppies AKC 
registered-? weeks old. 345-553 5 .  
____________ 1 9  
For sale :  Dokoder reel-to-reel . For 
$ 2 9 0 .  5 8 1 -2038,  "Ray . "  
1 9 7 5  Ford Courier, good condition . 
6 0 , 000 miles, $ 1 , 90 0 .  Call 9 6 7 -
5 2 6 9 .  
____________ 1 8  
Pioneer SA-8500 60 watt/channel 
TX- 7 500 Tuner like new $400 . 0 0 .  
345-9 1 82 .  
An nou ncements 
BIO- MATE ; We util ize astrology and 
biorhythm .  Curious? For free in­
formation ,  send name and address to 
P .  0 .  Box 3 1 1 1 ,  Dept . 1 4 , Terre 
Haute , I n d .  4 7 803 · 
__________ 1 2 -00 
Excellent typist avai lable for all . 
typing duties . Reasonable rates . ·After 
5, call 3 4 5 - 7 2 0 6 .  
____________3 1  
The "Three Stooges Fol l ies" 
Thursday in the Old Ballroom . 4 : 00-
6 : 30-9 : 0 0 .  Be there ALOHA. 
____________ 1 2  
Unity Gospel Choir invites you to its 
2nd anniversary concert to be held 
6 : 30 p . m .  Sat . Oct. 1 4  in the Dvorak 
Concert Hall ( Fine Arts Building . )  The 
concert is also free.  
____________ 1 2  
Protect your right to choose . We 
need your help . National Abortion 
Rights Action League.  Call 345-
9 2 8 5 .  
____________0 1  
An nou n cements 
We need workers ! Neil Young for 
State Rep. 345-6 1 1 1  . 58 1 -3 1 3 7  
Congratulations t o  FAT LANAHAN 
for donating his body to the October 
PIG ROAST. Than ks . F . L . 
To the four girls from Andrews 6th . 
If you still want to party call 3058 . The 
A n nou n cements 
The first Baptist Church will sponsor 
speaker Coach Eddy at a c hurch 
service Sunday , Oct . 1 5  at 9 : 30 a . m . ,  
7th & Harriso n ,  Charleston . 
-------- - 1 3  
Movie , Three Stooges Follies 
Thursday night Old Union Ballroo m .  
���-�------�1 2  
Don 't be a Schmo! Come sse Mo,  
Larry & Curly.  Three Stooges Foll ies. 




-r _c_a_r _n_o_w_!_T_u_ne_ up · 6 : 3 0 ,  9 : 0 0 .  
a n d  anti-freeze $ 1 5 plus parts . On · ____________ 1 2  
boys in the tree. 
campus. Call 58 1 - 2 2 2 5  or 5 8 1  _ Marty Joe-Pick on squirrels your 
2 7 1 5 .  own size! 
In the doghouse? Make it up to your 
sweetie by sending him or her a 
carnation for Sweetest Day . Order it 
today for $ 1  at the Union Lobby SCJ 
table . 
____________ 1 2  
Coach Grant and KD's:  Get Rowdie 
and Win Derby Days ! How was the 
Jungle Juice? Your Spud in Red Bud 
____________ 1 �  
Janet-You can 't stop,  you can 't 
stop;  Love in action . 
Men's intercollegiate volleyball Attention South Quad ! Have you 
read your Bible today? tryouts Sunday, Oct. 1 5  at 7 p . m .  in 
____________ 1 2  McAfee Gym. If unable to attend call 
Friends of Greg , Joh n ,  Walk ,  and 348-85 1 7 . 
Tom :  Don 't forget ! This Saturday at ____________ 1 3  
1 1 ,  ANIMAL HOUSE KING KEGG E R .  Happy 1 9th birthday to Renee and 
____________ 1 2  Staff. Love , J ,  V ,  and S .  
Elaine:  Happy birthday , sweetheart ! 
You are the reason why they invented 
the word , femininity . With luv, hugs 
and caring , (m) 
____________ 1 2  
Steve, Surprise ! Happy 1 8th bir­
thday Sweeti e !  You're finally as old as 
your girlfrien d !  Lots of love , Blair (the 
older woman ) 
GHG's and Macho Man : Thanks for 
the BEST Birthday ever ! ! Squirrel 
Sangamon , prepare yourself for 
your first loss of the season . Go get 
'em Panthers . Special luck ' to blue­
eyes-Cookie. 
To Rinx:  You bet your sweet a-­
we're Turtles ! Clairol , Madge, P . G . ,  
Vampire , Senseless , Boss , & Tickled 
Pink.  
____________ 1 2  
Natalka (Talka)-Happy 1 8th bir­
thday, to the greatest l ittle sister , 
anyone can ever have . Drink u p !  M iss 
ya! Love , Lesia 
____________ 1 3  
Hey Alpha Phi 's:  Stay psyched 
through "Derby Days ! "  Your coaches 
----------� 1 2  
ATIENTION SKELETON H U NTER ! 
Bones is lonely . Wants to return home 
but must be earned . Contact 3 2 8 1  to 
negotiate . 
___________ 1 2  
If you have a talent · you'd l ike to 
show get in touch with the women of 
SIGMA GAMMA RHO.  Deadline Oct. 
2 0 ,  1 9 7 8 .  Call Yvonne Denice or 
Donna at 345-3548.  
____________ 1 8  
0 . 8 . -l 'm glad someone else is in 
my shoes . Delta C. C .  
Happy 1 8th birthday Lori] Have a 
nice day with plenty of G . T . 's at night.  
Love , Nina.  
To my AG·Sis Kathy, keep your chin 
up and remember I 'm always here . All­
Greek Love , Terri . 
Sell your old baseball cards. Top 
prices pai d .  John , 5 8 1 - 3 5 8 2 .  
-------�---- 1 6  
. Happy birthday Party Doll Partyka . 
Love from your Bumpkin Sisters . 
____________ 1 2  
MOVI E :  "The 3 Stooges Follies" 
featu r i n g  the or ig inal C U R L Y .  
Thursday a t  4 : 00, 6 : 30 ,  9 : 00 in Old 
B a l l r o o m . O n l y  5 0  c e n t s .  
Woobooboobooboo ! 
____________ 1 2  
B i rth r ight l istens,  g ives free 
pregnancy tests . Mon . -Fri . 3 : 00-
7 : 00 .  348-8 5 5 1  
____________00 
Flowers for sale cheap . All kinds . 
CALL 3 4 5 - 3 1 6 5 .  
____________ 1 3  
SEE THE G REATEST ! See the 
Three Stooges Follies Thursday night 
in Old Union Ballroom . Showtimes 4, 
6 : 3 0 ,  & 9 p . m .  
____________ 1 2  
Come see "The Three Stooges 
Foll ies" playing this Thursday at 4, 
6 : 30 and 9 : 00 in  the Old Union 
Ballroo m .  Sponsored by Delta Sigma 
P i .  
____________ 1 2  
WELL, HF3 SCJIEIJ(JL£0 A MOVIE, 
"PATTON." IT llJ45 A RATH� COURA­
G£oUS ACT OF PR06RJiM!NG, 
SINCE 7H& SAM& RlM ONCE /N­
SP/RElJ NIXCN 70 INVA£J£ C4M800/A. 
J��· 
-An nou ncements 
I ' l l  d o  any typin g .  Fast . Cheap rates. 
Call Mary at 348- 8 5 7 6  after 5. 
When you think of kegs and 
package l iquor. . . think of Bob's 
Package Liquor. 345-4636.  
----------�00 
The Vil lage at Eastern still has a few 
vacancies for students for the fall and 
spring semester.  Call 3 4 5 - 2 5 2 0 .  
Anna Maria's Restaurant- We 
serve burgers on china instead of 
styrofoam ! 604 6th . City Bldg . 6-9 
Mon -Sat. 
____________ 1 3  
Robie, "Color her world . "  Call her 
now! ! !  T . L's sis . 
1 2  
Copy-X Save 2 0 %  on large orders 
. of Xerox copies 4¢ overnight, 5¢ 
brought in before 2 p . m .  
Movie ! !  3 Stooges Foll ies; Thur­
sday October 1 2  at 4 : 00 ,  6 : 30 ,  and 
9 : 00 in Old Bal lroo m .  Admission 50 
cents. 
Talk with Neil Young Democrat 
State Rep. candidate-Free Barbq . 
Sun . Oct. 1 5 , 1 -4 p . m .  Coles Co.  Fair 
Ground.  Merchant Bldg . 
____________ 1 3  
Male pop-folk guitar player who also 
sings. Would like to perform at the 
Coffeehouse . Call 345-7846.  
Lost and Fou nd 
Lost: Set o f  keys, either at Marty's 
or by the lake at Lantz buildin g .  Call 
348·8035. 
Lost: Green Army blanket at 
C harleston Dam . 5 8 1 -200 1 . 
, Lost: Keys, clear key chain with 
name.  If found,  call Lawson desk. 
Lost: One solid brown leather 
checkbook, between Carman & 
Pemberton . If found call 2 1 7 2 .  
____________ 1 3  
Found :  Old bike. 5 8 1 -2893.  
__________ 1 2  
Found:  Cumberland High School 
ring 1 9 7 6-at Periodicals Office 




- - ---------- 1 2  
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t;1ea n o ut yo ur roo m .  Se l l  what 's left 
over through Easter n N ews Classif ied! 
They 're cheap • • •  .and effect ive. 
aJMING l/P: 
PEACE ON 7H£ 
RAMPAGE . 
J=--
C OST PER DAY : 50 cents for 1 0  words or less, $ 1  for 1 1 - 2 0  words. Students get 50 per cent 
discount if p�id in advance . All ads under $ 2  MUST be paid in advance. Name 
and phone number are required for office purposes . 
NAM E :  
ADDRESS : 
PHON E :  ______ _ 
Place ad and money in envelope and deposit in Eastern News box in Union 01 
bring to News .office in  Student Services Building by noon the day before it is 
to run . 
ART -------- AND RUN FOR _____ DAYS. 
Eastern News Sports 
Thursday , Oct. 1 2 , 1 9 7ti ( Page 1 2 
Boaters u n i m p ressive i n  w i n  over San gam o 
by Kathy .Klisares 
Even though head soccer coach 
Schellas Hyndman advised that "You 
can never cry about a win, " the 
hooters are whimpering. 
Eastern ' s  so�cer squad picked up a 
1 -0 win from Sangamon State at home 
Wednesday , scoring the only goal of 
,he game early in the first half. 
Midfielder Miguel Blair hit the left 
corner of the net in the 34th minute off 
an assist from forward David Hancock 
to push the Panthers ahead 1 -0 and set 
the Stars back one game for the 
season . 
Entering the game with an unde­
feated record, " Sangamon is pleased 
to only be beaten 1 -0 by a school like 
Eastern because it will bring them 
recognition, ' '  Hyndman explained. 
" Sangamon played well and if it 
weren't for so many injuries it would 
have been a much more wide open 
game , "  Hyndman said. "They played 
a defensive game for protection and 
we didn't score , "  he continued. 
' 'This was a prima donna game for 
us. Everybody just had a give me the 
ball attitude , " Hyndman said. "It's a 
very negative picture , but we played a 
very negative game . "  
Citing inconsistency as the foremost 
problem and making it to nationals as 
the foremost goal , Hyndman ques­
tioned, "How can we hope to get to 
national when we can only beat a team 
Midfielder Miguel Blair beats the goalie to take a shot at 
the goal and scores the solo shot of Eastern's 1 -0 victory 
over Sangamon State Wednesday . (News photo 
· like thiS 1 -0? " 
Looking more to the immediate 
future, the hooters will travel to 
Wright State University at 1 p .m.  
Sunday for what Hyndman terms a 
Bauer) 
"bush game . "  
Not predicting a tough match, the 
Panthers will take some cubs on the 
road this weekend. ' 'The co 
won't be that good, so we 
win , " Hyndman estimated. 
Worn-en harrie rs travel to  m e e t  nation 's be 
by Matt Davidson . 
Eastern' s  women's cross country 
will compete with some of the nation' s  
top schools i n  the Southern Illinois 
Invitational Saturday. 
Iowa State , Division I champs last 
year, will head the field of some 16 
teams. The Cyclones come into the 
meet as the favorite to take top
-
honors . 
Coach Joan Sahmidt is unsure if Iowa 
State will be at the meet as they, 
Tennessee and Memphis State are all 
tentative entrants . 
' 'All three teams competed last year 
so they will probably be there , "  
Schmidt said. 
Western Illinois is another team 
expected to finish highly in the meet 
according to Schmidt. 
Iowa State and WIU are not the only 
top teams that will be competing. 
Eastern Kentucky comes into the meet 
expected to finish strongly. Head 
coach Joan Schmidt likes Eastern 
Kentucky's  chances in the meet. 
' 'They've always done well in the 
meet" , she said . 
Western Kentucky is also expected 
to do well . Schmidt rated the 
Hilltoppers as a "good team . "  
The meet will not only have out­
stan.ding teams but will feature some 
superb runners . Western Kentucky's  
Sue Schaefer i s  the favorite to  capture . 
individual honors. Iowa State , if they 
compete , also has some outstanding 
runners according to Schmidt. 
Schmidt commented on the chances 
of any Eastern runners finishing 
highly in the meet. She felt that Robin 
Smith had a chance to do well in the 
meet only if she turned in an out-
. standing performance . ' ' Robin will 
have to have a real good run to place in 
the top five to ten runner!> , if Iowa 
State is at the meet, " she said. 
She also felt that Dt<nise Scopelite 
might do well . "Denise 
running strong all week , " she 
The Panthers are not ex 
a big factor in the meet. 
they finished a respectable 
meet last year. Since "it will 
be the toughest meet of the 
are iust hoping for a strong 
Schmidt said . 
1he l:OUrse the meet will 
will be a big factor in the 
the meet. Schmidt said 
real difficult course"  and 
hilly . ' '  It will be the most 
we have faced all season ."  
' Cey H ey ! ' D o d gers to p Yan ks fo r 2 - 0 lea 
LOS ANGELES (AP)-Ron Cey abo;:trd . 
drove in four runs with a single and a It was the second time Cey had 
homer, and rookie Bob Welch came tagged Hunter for a Series home run. 
out of the bullpen in the ninth inning to He also connected last year in the 
save the victory as the Los Angeles second game of the Series.  I n  that 
Dodgers defeated the New York game, the Dodgers began their string 
Yankees 4-3 Wednesday night in the of seven consecutive ' Series games in 
second game of the 75th anniversary which they have hit at least one homer . 
World Series . That is two short of the Series record 
The come-from-behind victory gave set by the Yankees in 1 936-3 7 .  
the Dodgers a 2-0 lead i n  t h e  best-of- Welch replaced reliever Terry 
3even series which switches to New Forster in the ninth inning with one out 
York for Game 3 Friday night , when and mnners on first and second . 
Don Sutton will pitch for Los Angeles Welch got Thurman Munson on a soft 
against New York ace Ron Guidry. liner to right field for 'the second out 
Cey, who drove in the first Los and then ended the game by getting 
Angeles run with a fourth-inning Reggie Jackson-who had driven in all 
singk , turned the game around in his three Yankee runs-to strike out on a 
next at-bat in the sixth.  He drilled a 2- 3-2 pitch. 
0 pitch from Catfish Hunter into the Jackson fouled off four pitches 
, dt-centerfield seats with _ two men before Welch fanned him on a 
swinging strike, sending the roari ng 
Dodger Stadium crowd to its feet in 
ovation for the rookie right-handed 
pitcher. 
Cey ' s  three-run homer in the sixth 
put the Dodgers in front 4-2, but the 
Yankees came back in their next turn at 
bat . Roy White ' s  second hit of the 
game knocked out Los Angeles starter 
Burt Hooton, and Forster , who had 
saved the Series opener for Tommy 
John Tuesday night , marched in from 
the bullpen. 
Pinch-hitter Paul Blair tagged his 
first pitch for a double, but Forster 
retired the next three batters-striking 
out Munson and Graig Nettles on three 
pitches each. 
Sandwiched around the strikeouts 
was an infield grounder by J ackson 
that delivered the third Yankee run . 
Jackson also had driven h 
two New York runs with a 
double that staked Hunter 
lead . 
New York stung Hoot 
reached the right-hander, 
on the deceptive knuck 
two runs in the third. 
Varsity basketball 
held beginning at ·s p.m. 
Lantz Gym, head coach 
announced. The tryouts 
all students who feel they 
collegiate level . 
A physical exam must 
from the University H 
before the tryouts .  
lose r  look a t  
fa l l  fa sh ions  
A Sui:;?plement to the Eastern News I Thursday , Oct . 1 2 ,  1 9 7 8 I 1 6 Pages 
r 
-
2 /Ea stern Ne ws Thur.sday , Oct . 1 2 , 1 9 7 8  
Look i ng 
I ns ide 
A n u m ber o f  factors 
! ia v e  alway:; d eter m i ned 
\". l!a t  t he new fas h i o n s  
� e r e  going t o  b e ,  w i t h  
·: l o t h i n g d e s i g n e d  t o  
resem ble  areas ranging 
from a prev i o u s  per iod of 
t i m e t o  w h a t t h e  
H ol l ywood s tars  were 
wear i ng both o n  and off 
the scree n . 
The fas h i o n s  c u rrently popu lar are certainly evidence 
o f  t h at w i t h  t h e  A n n ie H al l  look adapted fro m  Diane 
K eat on ' s  port rayal i n  the  W oody A l len fi lm . 
J e n n i fer Sch ulze takes a look at w h at i s  " in "  now and 
how m uch movies l i k e  " A nn i e  H al l "  and " Sa t u rday 
N i ght Fever" had to do w i t h  i t .  
Pages 8 a n d  9 
At a . t i m e  when clothes 
are beco m i ng s i m pler in 
everyt h i ng b u t  pnce,  
accessories can be a 
s i m ple solut i o n  to t h e  
q u est ion of h o w  to dress 
up an outfi t  for next to 
nothing . 
Accessories t hat are 
c u r r e n t l y  g a i n i n g  i n  
popularity are wooden 
s t ick bars , scarves , hats 
and ties i n  every for m  
and fab r i c .  
T e r r i  H e m pstead l o o k s  i nto t h e  local a n g l e  of ac­
cessories , what ' s  available and w here to get i t .  
P age 1 3  
W i nter w i nds · w i ll be 
blowing hard aga i n  too 
soon and once again -
people w i l l  be t a k i n g  t o  
t heir  s k i  par k a s ,  d o w n  
j ac k e t s ,  scarves , m i t t e n s ,  
e tc .  
K eep i n g  warm i s  n o t  
t h e  o n l y  t h i n g  t o  t hi n k  
abou t w h e n  b u y i ng a 
coat , h oweve r .  Fas l : i u n  i s  
a n o t her  t h i n g  t o  ) 1 lo k  fo r 
i n a coat as people rarely see w hat you have on un­
d e rn eat h i t  as you t rek across cam p u s .  
T h eresa N o r r o n  g i v es t i ps on w h a t  t o  l o o k  fo r i n  a 
·' i n t er c oa t ,  b ot h fas h i o n - w i s e  and warmt h-wise . 
P " ge 1 5  
----:.;7iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Fa l l  Fa s h ions Staff 
F d :tors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Karen Kunz , Sue Lei bforth 
A nis1s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Rich Lo , Chris Stokes 
'.:) i <) toci rnphers . . . . . . . . .  Bob Kas inecz , M ark Winkler  
1.-> 1 11 <.: r P hoto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Bob Kas inecz 
" '  " l Y  D e s i-_ . . . . . . . .  Cathy Bielon g ,  Diane Cooper , 
i ·i i : , �  CJner �  : ch_. Theresa Norton , San dy You n g  
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ONE B L O CK -WEST OF OL D 
MAIN ON L INCOL N 
i � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �  
Relax i n  this take- it-easy casual  by Thom McAn. It's rug 
l ig htweight and incredibly comforta ble. Just the ri�ht 
your  le isure times. And just the right price. Only 2699 
AC K M ooRE 
Eastern News 3 
musk oils are a woman's best purchase t�r tall and winter, because they last for n's an d men's colognes are increasing in popularity , because 
a longer period of time . ( Fashion photo by Bob Kasinecz . )  ernsts$iWdh·rs·P er  yo u r  styl e 
pstead 
what you we.ar, there will 
just Man and Woman on 
fall . Aramis is stepping 
· ce, Babe and Brut are in 
Chaz is wafting about with 
may be the most indivi­
u wear as you dress for the 
mn weather .  Cologn e s ,  
and aftershaves as well as 
are available in a wider 
ever before , and the key· 
. nt." 
and women have a broad 
new fragrances as well as 
that have been develop­
"onally favorite scents . 
's cologne manufacturers 
· g to  introduce their new 
the pre-Christmas season. 
that their advertising will 
a certain lifestyle, and that 
who espouse that style will 
product as their trademark. 
's fragrance market has 
from approximately 35 
years ago to about 151 
products today, "Madem­
rts . 
s of the wide variety of 
on the market , most people 
'te scent and seldom use 
McConnell , cosmetician at 
in the Cross County Mall , 
switching off between at 
· erent colognes .  After all , 
dress the same or do the 
every day, so why should 
same scent? 
presentative Sandy Rybak 
while girls usually have one 
fragrance, they often have 
ers they wear occasionally. 
says that she sells far more 
cologne than men's ,  and 
this to selling mostly to girls 
. The favorites are Sweet 
and Candid,  she says. 
vel , cosmetician at Osco, 
Charlie than anything else. 
that musk scents,  by both 
and Jovan, are also very 
� Pharmacy '.s cos metician , Quinlan , says that the old 
are experiencing a corne­
d Song, Emeraude , Heaven 
�· ,Cl)�q�l . are amppg , .th� 
In the fashion world autumn means more than the smell of burning leaves. 
This fall capture a new mood to match the spirit of · the changing season. 
Express your identiry in a fragrance that seems made for your personality . 
Secon d ,  try on only two at a 
time-one on each wrist . Just because 
you haven't sprayed anything on the 
back of your left elbow doesn't mean 
the other  fragrances you tested 
haven't  reached it . Growing awareness of what a well-chosen scent can do to complement the new fall fashions has greatly increased the selection available to you . Risk mixing scents , and you may get 
a very wrong impression of a cologne 
you may really have liked. 
ever-popular colognes that she sells. 
So what do you , the female student, 
wear? 
A sample survey of Eastern women 
shows that J ontue by Revlon is the 
most popular. The first runners-up are 
Charlie , Chanel No. 5, Cachet, Sweet 
Honesty and Smitty. 
Other favorites are Baby Soft, Ciara, 
Jovan's  Musk, and Aviance . 
Whatever your favorite aroma is, be 
"scents-ible" about using it to your 
advantage. 
" Most people wear different scents 
in winter than in summer, ' '  Rybak 
says. 
Light, floral scents which go perfect­
ly with hot summer nights just won't 
cut the ice this winter.  
Summer colognes are alcohol-based. 
These are lighter scented, because 
when the alcohol evaporates ,  the heat 
of the skin releases the fragrance . 
Al l - day splash-ons and scented 
baths are good summertime methods 
of refreshing your fragrance . Also, 
heavier, oil-based colognes can react 
to the sunlight causing skin rash.  
For winter, you can wear all those 
deep , spicy aromas that have been too 
heavy for the summer. These are often 
oil-based, such as musk oil , and have a 
deeper, long-lasting scent . . 
The fuller scents of the fall and 
winter colognes are not heat-released, 
so one application will last several 
hours , even all day . This is your 
chance to wear perfume and cologne 
concentrate-; .  
"Mademoiselle " (July, 1977) sug­
gests colognes chosen to fit your 
personality . The romantics ,  the article 
s ay s ,  conta in  scents  of " delicate 
florals with underlying tones of woods ,  
mosses, and greens . "  These include 
Essence Rare , Jontue ,  Cristalle , Par­
ure , Rive Gauche and L' Air du Temps.  
The sexy scents are made of "zesty 
florals and natural aphrodisiacs such 
as musk . "  Examples of sexy colognes, 
are Tatiana, .  A viance , Babe ; 'E'.mbract'. 
ing , Amour Amour and Sex Appeal for 
Women, the article says.  
For a sportier scent, try Cool Spell , 
Cardin, Cie , Charlie , Aliage or Can­
did. These are made from "light , 
natural florals ,  fresh greens , and 
spices . "  
With so many to choose from, a 
word of caution about experimenting 
with new colognes :  don't rush into 
tester territory too quickly. When you 
are shopping for a new cologne , keep 
these tips in mind. 
First , take your time . Remember 
that many colognes are alcohol-based 
and your first whiff will probably be of 
the alcohol . If possible, try on some 
body splash or scented lotion . 
If you must use the cologne tester 
provided by the store , spray some on , 
walk around for a while, and then 
apply the nose test. This gives the 
alcohol a chance to evaporate and the 
natural scent a chance to react to your 
skin . 
Third , don't  buy the same day you 
try . If you find one you think you like , 
go back in a week or so and try it 
again . If you still like it , you have 
found a good scent . 
Also, tester nozzles are notoriously 
unreliable . Perhaps you have found a 
perfume that you only need a few 
drops of, but you practically drowned 
in it when the tester sprayer fell off. 
Try it again , if you ever recover. 
A new development in the cologne 
industry is his and hers cologne sets . 
Jovan introduced Man and Woman 
before Christmas last year and sold by 
far more gift sets than individual 
bottles, Navel at Osco said. 
This Christmas Jovan will again hit 
the shelves with a his and hers set, 
called Sport Scent. Navel said · the 
company is advertising that ' ' life is a 
contact sport. ' '  
What then, are the popular men ' s  
colognes on  campus? 
(See CHOOSE , page 1 3 ) 
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H a i r 
Per m s a c ce nt new styl e s  
b.1 Cathy Bielong 
W h a t ' s  the latest 1 hing beauticians 
<t r :  say i r. ; about new fall and winter 
hair s tyles? Permanents. Yes, per­
rP. 'i nents of all size and intensity are the 
l.ias is  for t he new styles. 
The carefree, casual appearance of 
curls which add personality to a hair 
style is what is definitely " in" for the 
hair industry, Valerie Looby, of 
Valerie' s  H air Care, says. 
For the men, shorter hair blown 
back with partial or full ear exposure 
and no sideburns is the trend that is 
currently being exhibited by stylish 
Eu ropean men who are aiming for the 
executive-type 109k, Looby said . 
Hair styles follow closely to clothes 
styles, Looby said. While the Annie 
Hall look of loose clothes is the 
fashion, hair is following it by being 
loose and curly, Looby said. 
A few years ago when the wedge 
style came out, the clothes were neat 
and tailored so that the neat hairstyles _ 
went with the tailored fashions, she 
added. 
Hair ornaments such as decorative 
combs are still fashionable and add 
variety to the curly casual styles, 
Looby commented. 
Hair fashions also have to follow a 
logical sequence because you can ' t  
have a wedge haircut one season 
followed by a drastic change to 
medium length permanents the next 
season, Looby said, adding the change 
is more gradual. 
A plus for the new styles is that care 
is minimal. All that is required is 
washing with a Ph balanced shampoo, 
followed by a good conditioner and 
then a "pick" to comb hair for air 
drying, Looby added. 
"We advise our customers when 
they gel a perm not to use a dandruff 
or a balsam shampoo because they 
contain certain ingredients that tend to 
relax hair and straighten the ·perms," 
Looby said. 
HAI R B EN DERS I I  
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For the person w h o  prefers their hair 
straight to curly, beware of shampoos 
containing paraffin wax, Looby said.  
The wax eventually builds up and 
causes hair to look dull and attract dirt 
more easily, she said . 
However, the right conditioner is 
also vital for hair in the winter because 
hair and scalp become so much dryer . 
Also, conditioning regularly helps to 
control static which can be a real 
problem in the middle of winter, 
Looby added . 
A perm may not be for everyone 
though . If a person still enj oys his or 
her hair long and straight, fine. This is 
a time when actually anything goes in 
hair fashions , Looby said . 
��� 
Cat ch Up With Hang Ten's  
At 
Arnerilla 's Fasltio 
C ha r l est o n  P l aza 
Fall 
n Thursday , Oct . 1 2 , 1 9 7 8  Eastern Ne ws 5 
e p -by-ste p s l"' i n ca re s how n 
N orton 
in this area plays havoc 
s complexion, creating the 
careful skin care and 
from the potentially harm­
ts, a cosmetic consultant 
tly. 
Becker,  a manager for Jafra 
demonstrated the proper 
for keeping skin in glowing 
a student "guinea pig. " 
a Charleston resident , used 
tics to illustrate the correct 
cial procedures for cleansing 
ion. 
pore cleanser was applied to 
of junior Diane Cqoper' s  
er demonstrated o n  half o f  
to allow for comparison with 
bed side. 
· 
nser was removed with a 
washcloth ,  using little 
and upward strokes. Ap­
wnward pressure on the face 
the gentle facial tissue to 
ich would result in a sagging 
er said .  
also cautioned against using 
els on the face, as the minute 
s use din paper construction 
· ter" into the skin causing 
pore cleansing, 
appl i ed  freshener.  The 
, appl ied with a cottonball, 
e pores and ensures that 
is off the facial surface, 
explained . 
· mask was then used to 
out impurities" lurking un-
the skin surface, Becker said. 
mask ,  which was left on for 
utes, should be used each 
for best results. 
onstrate the organic purity of 
, and other Jafra cosmetics,  
then tasted a bit of the mask. 
all  their cosmetics are organic,  
to be as chemically close to 
sk in as possible. The facial 
on Cooper , includes almond 
spearmint oil. 
the mask , freshener was 
ain, then " Royal Jelly Milk 
used . Becker explained that 
turizer sinks into the pores , 
the third layer of skin,  and 
the "baby skin cells" un-
sed the importance of this 
the top layer of skin is shed 
20 days. 
oyal J elly Milk Balm contains 
antibiotic, to help ward off 
Junior  Diane Cooper was our  "gu inea p i g "  for a make-up demonstration by 
Connie Becker , area Jafra cosmetic consultant . ( Fashion photo by Mark 
infections , and can be used to fight face. This foundation is very sheer and 
canker sores and cold sores , Becker is used mainly to protect the sk in ,  
added. Becker said. This· foundation allows 
A different moisturizer was then the " skin to breathe, " she added. 
applied , to keep the top layer of skin Rouge was then applied to the 
supple. Becker then compared the two cheekbone, and blended very gently, to 
sides of the face, and allowed others to keep it natural looking. Silver stick eye 
do so also. The half which went shadow was then applied all over the 
through the routine did indeed feel eye area, from the lashlirie to the 
smoother. eyebrow. 
The next step was the application of Becker does not encourage the use of 
Jafra make-up. dark shadows, as they tend to " deaden 
Becker said the only cosmetics the eye. " Silver shadow makes the eye 
manufactured by Jafra are ones which more prominent and appear larger. 
serve a definite purpose, and none Since Cooper has blue eyes , Becker 
which could in any way damage the applied a blue stick shadow to the edge 
skin. of the eye, near the lashes , to help 
Jafra' s  main purpose is to get the bring out the blue in her eyes. 
skin into such a condition that very The final touch was a dab of 
little make-up is necessary, she added. brownish-red lipstick. Becker then 
A Supertone foundation was ap- finally went through the routine again ,  
plied, stil l  to only half of  Cooper 's  on t h e  otherside of  Cooper' s  face. The 
W i n kler . )  
final effect was a clean , completely 
natural looking complexion. 
Becker also gave a few tips on ap­
plying corrective make-up. 
She encouraged the use of a white 
cover-up to help hide dark circles 
under eyes. Becker also explained how 
dark powder can be applied to hollows 
of cheeks to help cheekbones appear 
higher, and cheeks narrower. · 
Dark shadow applied to sides of the 
nose wil l  make a large nose appear 
smaller and narrower, she said. 
A light powder applied after 
foundation is  put on will help make-up 
last longer,  as dirt can not adhere to 
powder, as it will to foundation,  and 
the powder will also absorb the skins 
oils ,  Becker said. 
Becker said she teaches skin care 
classes to any interested parties or 
groups. 
' G u i n e a  p i g ' h o s m i x e d  f e e l i n g s 
When the Eastern News first asked 
me to be the guinea pig for a make-up 
demonstration, I admit I was a little 
leery. 
what they usually do, which is to 
announce in a grand manner every 
slight imperfection you could possibly 
not ever want. But I guess I lucked 
out there. 
had ended up in my mouth. 
All I could think of were the make­
up demonstrations I had witnessed in 
the past and how glad I always was to 
be sitting in the audience while some 
poor woman was being mercilessly 
worked over. 
So, naturally, I sc.id I ' d  do it. What 
i s  college for if  not to make a c.omplete 
fool of yourself? 
Arriving at the appointed place, I 
was relieved to f:nd only a very small 
assortment of spectators. 
The photographer took some 
" before" pictures , the kind no person 
with any mental stabil ity at all would 
ever allow. Then we got down to it. 
I had expected the col}sultant to do 
Instead , my head was held in a vise­
like grip that vividly reminded me of 
the t ime I went to the orthodontist  to 
get my braces yanked off my teeth. 
The consultant proceeded to do one 
side of my face, not due to any 
peculiarity on my part but because she 
wanted us to " see the difference. " She 
put a cleanser on followed by a 
freshener , ::ind then asked me i f  I could 
r�el a difference. I said yeah , one side 
> as wet. 
We then put on a mask , which I 
l iked becuase it felt cool on my skin 
and smelled l ike peppermint. I was 
glad to find it  was edible as some of it 
The next thing appearing on my face 
was a jelly milk bath that was followed 
by a moisture cream. Then we were all 
ready for the make- up. 
I expected a lot of make-up but I was 
wrong again. The line of cosmetics we 
were using didn ' t  even include 
mascara. 
The consultant put on the . base, 
which I didn' t  l ike much because i t  
felt unnatural . We followed that with 
rouge, not blush. Although I am not 
quite clear as to the di fference between 
the two , everybody watching l iked the  
rouge better. 
At this s tage I really started to feel 
odd. There wasn ' t  a mirror to be found 
so all I could rely on were the various 
expressiOns of  the soectators. 
(See USE , page 1 4) 
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T r e n d s s et by m ov i es , ce l e b r i t i e s 
by Cathy Bielong 
When the "world ' s  great fashion 
designers show up in New York to 
present their new fall lines ,  what are 
the deciding factors that wil l deter­
m i nc whether they will b,� on •he 
depa rtment store racks? 
U s u a ll y  the trends a r1• started by the 
' ; r ; , k l · · d 'Wn theory" of the fashions 
t l i ;: t  .he u1;per class displays the lower 
,_·J a ss follows ,  Norma Harrison of the 
� .i ,,.,'. .i l· ; ::.:: department said .  
{ n  s o m e  instances this theory has 
hcen reversed . For example, during 
t l 1 <'  1 960 ' s ,  when jeans became popu­
·ar , the trend was started by the 
\\ orking class . Harrison added. 
Other trend starters are celebrities ,  
sports heros and movies .  People want 
!.o be l ikr· the · people they admire and 
w il l  fo l low w ha t  t he y  a r e  wearing, 
Harrison commented. 
Some examples of this are the pin 
stripe s u its after the release of 
"Bonnie and Clyde" ,  and the big 
emphasis on jogging because of the 
superstars of sports, she added. 
But the main parts of fashion still 
stem from the famous designers of the 
world and the cities from which they 
operate , Harrison said . 
Because of their cosmopolitan ap­
peal and their roots of fashion produc­
tion , cities such as New York, Paris 
and Milan harvest the most talented 
fashion designers , she commented. 
Once in a while a talented new 
designer will crop up in a different 
area such as Windsor Kleiderwork of 
West Germany did with his new 
fall/winter designs that are taking 
See-th rough  j ea ns 
evo lv e  f ro m d i sco 
by Vicki McGrath 
Disco fashions have run the gamut 
from tight pants to suits and slinky 
dresses to silk shorts , but now there ' s  
a new kid i n  town-see-through jeans. 
The jeans, made of a type of 
bookbinder' s  vinyl , are the newest 
rage in New York City discos . The 
transparent pants are usually worn 
over bathing suits or body stockings 
and sell for approximately $34. 
Agi Berliner, a Hungarian emigrant 
to the United States ,  designed the 
fashion . It took her six weeks of 
experimentation to find a plastic that 
would not tear away from the stitch­
ing, that would bend with the person 
wearing them,  and would not fog up 
from the wearers ' perspiration . 
Berliner finally found the right 
plastic and el iminateo t h e  L•gging 
problem by construc t i i1g seve ral tiny 
vents behind the knees and in the 
crotch . 
I n  an  in terview w i t h  " Peopl e "  
magazine Berliner claimed "They're 
r:o hotter than polyester pants and if 
Y" 1 w e a r t irhts with them,  they won 't  
s� i cJ... to your legs . · ·  
---._ B ..: :- :  . .  e r  also told " People ' "  that 
" 1\ i , a t " ,,  l i m i t i n g  American  designers 
i s  t h a t  \'.• e ' ; '  afraid to do something 
d i ffe re n t . . ,  Ber l iner conquered the 
k a r  a n d  w e n t  o n  to win .  25 ,000 pa i rs 
l > f t h e  s e x y  .,, t_ yk w e re sold out in six 
·,1 , c k s  i n  St ich prest igious New York 
. ·  • : c '>  a s  Mac< <> .  Bonwit " s  a n d  Sak " s  
f 1 " 1 i. .•\ \' l' ll ll l' . 
( . • . a i , .  i ·' < >U c a n  forget the Tide and 
: 1 ;i 1 ; i_; c  f< " · ;he " :1 s h c rs . Berl i ner' s 
New York by storm, she added. 
"Fashion designers are trying to 
expre s s  themselves on how they 
interpret society ' s  behavior, " Harri­
son sa!d . 
Sometimes a designer will look to 
the streets to see what everyone is 
wearing, but a more important factor 
in the basis for a design is current 
events , Harrison said. 
They have an effect on fashions in 
that when we increase foreign rela­
tions with a country, designers will use 
fabric and motifs of that country. 
made his trip to China. Designers 
picked up on it and began using silks 
and frog ope.nings in their designs, 
Harrison commented. 
The life span of a certain fashiu•l 
depends on if the public really likes 
and accepts the style to the point that 
they continue wearing it no matter 
what. 
In this case they become a ' 'fashion 
ford, ' '  otherwise known as classics, 
Harrison explained. 
fashion is what the people want and 
accept, Harrison said. · 
MA URIC 
CROSS COUNTY MALL 
47th ANNUAL 
OCTOBER 
GOLDEN VALUE _ 
SALE ... Fabulous '  That' s the 
word for a sale l ike th is .  
Now you can celebrate at 
MAU RICES biggest 
OCTOBER 
GOLDE N  VALUE 
EVENT 
ever .  
JUST LOOK AT OUR 
EXCLUSIVE PRESENTATION 
OF VALUE FINDS FOR FALL! 
WEEK THREE: 
( i n  a se r ies o f  Mau r ices Spec ia l  
Pu rchase buys, that mean 
Fashion Savings for you ' )  
WOOL WINTER COATS 
. . .  You r most i m portant  Fash ion i n­
vestment .  Wa r m ,  f u l l y  l i ned d ress 
length coats i n  a wide color and sty le 
selec t i o n .  W raps.  scarf  coats.  s i n g l e  
a n d  double b reasted styles S izes 5-
1 5  i n  tweeds.  f leeces and more.  
Regu lar ly  $88 .00 to $ 1 00 .00 
79.90 
Genu ine Leather Coats 
Reg u l a r l y  $ 1 70.00 . . . . . . . . . . .  $99 
WEEK THREE 
STOREWIDE SAVINGS: 
V-Neck, Cowl and Turtleneck Sweaters 
Regu lar ly  $ 1 2 .00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8.99 
Dressy Polyester Shirts · 
Reg u l a r l y  $ 1 8 .00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 4.99 
Fashion Pants, Polyester Gabardine 
Regu lar ly  $ 1 7 .00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 3.99 
Plaid Flannel Shirtdress 
Reg u l a r ly  $28.00 and $30 .00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  22.90 
Canvas il"ravel Totes 
Regu lar ly  $ 1 6 .00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 0.99 
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ev i S t r a u s s ' 'j e o n- i u s ' l iv e s  o n  
Lawrence 
jeans lovers can finally stop 
their breath - their beloved 
will not be golng out of style as 
fashion designers have previously 
. Quinn, author of the " l eaning 
'ca," stated that blue j eans 
n around a long time and will 
ly outlive the necktie.  
, the invention of Levi Strauss 
1 850' s ,  were originally designed 
the miners pants that could 
the rigors of digging . They 
a hit in the 1 930' s when 
ers travelecf to the dude ranches 
t and brought the fad back with 
World War II also aided in their 
'ty when they were considered 
sity for all personnel working 
defense department . 
r to 1 930 sales were confined to 
working people of the west, 
ys, lumberjacks and railroad 
first pair of blue j eans was sold 
in gold dust (and you thought 
ere paying pure gold for them 
).  With prices skyrocketing they 
recently being sold in the black 
et in Russia for a reported $200 a 
" Those pants of Levi ' s "  are thought 
to have grown in popularity because 
they draw no class distinctions and 
recognize no social class .  They can be 
found on legs ranging from U . S .  
presidents t o  Soviet soldiers t o  fashion 
models and two year olds . 
Each year more than 250 million 
items of Levi ' s  clothing are sold, in­
cluding 83 million pairs of the riveted 
blue j eans which originally started out 
as a j oke on a miner whose pockets 
kept ripping. 
For those preferring the proletarian 
look, j eans can be purchased pre­
s hrunk , pre-faded and pre-washed . 
Along with pants ,  Levi ' s  · have 
merged into the manufacturing of 
skirts , shirts , sweaters and just about 
every other conceivable notion. 
The blue j eans fad has even crossed 
over into the stationery line, the 
perfume industry, car upholstery and 
many other such enterprises . 
Whatever plans one might be 
making, including blue j eans is a 
necessity for remaining stylish and 
comfortable. From the time when they 
were play clothes until dress codes were 
changed and they were finally allowed 
in school , to the present when blue 
j eans probably occupy more than the 
jeans are also a favorite maj ority of your closet space, jeans are 
out the world . If you should in.  
7 
to travel internationally it would iJl'������������������������������������������� to know that in northern 
the conservative dress-j eans are 
popu lar while in Switzerland the 
est j eans are the craze . In Britain 
'pper fronts are vogue and in 
button-fronts are preferred . 
��! �� � 
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Star of the Month 
Gold Rings 
Your choice of 12 bri l l iant 
birth star colors enhanced 






WE A R  W I T H  E VE RYTH I N G  B LAZ E R  
B u i l d y o u r w a r d ro b e  
a r o u n d  o n e . 
C h o o s e  f ro m a 
s e l e c t i o n  of 
c o rd u r o y, w o o l  
o r v e l v e t i n  
a l l  t h e  n e w 
fa l l  c o l o rs .  
S i ze s  3-1 3 
YO U N G'S 
I 
D O W N T O W N  M A TT O O N  
Ladye B u g  S h op pe 
3 rd f l oor 
I 
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Above , both models are attired i n  Stuffed flannel shirts . Sophomore Mim 
Morlock is wearing Wrangler Jeans· accented with navy braids and Sophomore 
Monique Jeans is attired in  Stuffed jeans with embroidered trimmed pockets . 
Fall Fashior 
� B i g '  l o o �  
b e l t s  
by Jennifer Schulze 
Versatility and f 
fall fashions. They 
blousy apparel for 
will add class to 
season. 
Go-go boots , gaucho' s ,  
shoes , painter pants,  mini, micro- · 
skirts , and even fishnet stockings 
fashionable at one time throught o 
But what clothing items are consider 
fall? 
According to Ann Dunn, manager 
clothing store in Mattoon, anyth" 
" Annie Hall" menswear look to 
fashions are in this fall .  
" Soft ,  flowing clothes are t h e  most 
fall ,  especially anything with texture 
interest , "  Dunn said . 
In the way of blouses, Dunn said 
definitely in, and the bigger the better 
" Fuller silhouttes loaded with 
topped off with smaller collars and 
fashion excitement in tops this fall, " 
B li:tzers of any fabrication, alo 
worn " over, under and around" 
portant role this fall ,  Dunn said. 
A vest and blazer combination 
pants,  skirts , and over dresses to 
amount of interest to a wardrobe, "  
The blazer, vest combination 
neck ties and newsboy hats  also go 
At left , Morlock is dressed in 
Bobby Brooks' tailored jacket 
and vest , a gathered skirt and a 
striped shirt . Griff ing is wearing 
wide wale corduroy three piece 
suit  by Levi Panatela ,  a Career 
Club oxford cloth shirt and a 
Beau Brummer t ie . Jeans is 
dressed in  a three-piece suit by 
Bobby Brooks with Ardee Turtle 
neck �md a Country Suburban 
shirt ,  whi le  Sophomore John 
Groebe is  d ressed in  a Levi 's  
Wi ldfire three-piece suit . 




said the " 
as anythi 
will be very 
clothes.  
Thursday, Oct. 12, 1978 Ea stern N e w s  9 
g ht l eg s , 
r f a l l  
tmosphere for women' s  -
y, business girl , soft 
o outfits for the men 
which will be vogue this 
men's  wear look, Dunn said . 
wear look is " anything tailored but 
be extra comfortable, she added . 
ts with high waists,  lots of detail 
pleats and skinny legs are a " very 
for this fall . "  · 
nn added that in spite of what is 
able this fall ,  it is still a " dayof 
anything goes . "  
is right for you, i s  right , ' '  she said . 
accessories , Dunn said " hats , belts , 
a touch of interest to everything 
with any outfit . "  
ig" , especially when two o r  more 
big, flowing tops, she said . 
all fabrics , colors and designs are 
ble because they can also be worn 
and can " accentuate whatever 
t be in," Dunn added . 
the skinny leg worn with high heeled 
te a sophisticated, as well as sexy 
tinued. 
'ng shoes with pointy toes , high , 
·and feminine lines are far more in 
days , as opposed to the clunky 
Senior Colman Griffing presents the leisure - look for men in . a dude shirt b 
Cambridge, while Morlock displays shirt and jeans by Moody Goose and a 
Ardee vest. 
l u e n ce fash i o ns 
shirts with 'California collars ' ,  is really big, 
Mel Medder of Bayles-Medder said . 
Mick Cox of Shafer Clothing said 
"Saturday Night Fever" has " influenced 
fashion to a certain degree. ' '  
"We have some o f  the disco-look,  such as 
seamless trousers, satin finish j ackets , pants 
with a wide flair leg and tight fit at the knee, 
but Charleston is a little behind the trends , "  
he said. 
If  something is popular in August 
elsewhere it will most likely be popular in 
Charleston around November, so we are 
gearing our buying of disco clothes for later , 
he added . 
Medder said suits , " three-piece and 
nothing else , "  are also popular as a result of 
"Saturday Night Fever . "  
We are now carrying a white three-piece 
suit similar to the one worn by Travolta in 
the movie, he added . _, 
Cox added Shafer' s  was also carrying a 
fitted disco-look suit with a pleated back and 
low waisted pants.  
The movie " Grease" is another influential 
factor in today ' s  fashions . 
" Grease brought back the straight-leg 
blue j ean in full force , "  Dunn said . 
People are now coming in the store and 
asking for " Grease pants " , she said . 
Huntworth added the "Olivia Newton­
John look" of tight leather pants with slits 
would be done big in the upcoming holiday 
line . 
Medder added that straight leg pants were 
also a favorite among young men since 
" Grease" was released . 
Yet another movie that brought a certain 
look into popularity is "Annie Hall . " 
' 
" As far as fashion goes , the biggest 
impact the movie Annie Hall had was the 
scarf tied in any number of ways , the blazer, 
vest and men ' s  wear look , "  Dunn said.  
Huntworth added " the ' Annie Hall'  
men ' s  look. with a feminine touch is a very 
big thing" right now . 
Jeans is d ressed in McMuffin 
Polyester-wool blend vest and skirt 
and Langtry blouse . All clothes for the 
fashion supplement were supplied by 
J r .  Joint ,  Katy Dids and Bayle Med­
ders . ( Fashion photos by Bob 
Kasinecz . )  
1 0  Eastern Ne w s  Thursday , Oct . 1 2 , 1 9 7 8  Fan Fasn 
Fut u r e fa s h i o ns-c e l l o p h a ne ?  
b)' Chris Goerlich woman who is wearing it .  "It looks 
T en years mu) be of no sign i ficance like noth ing, and then the woman puts 
l oncerning the ex istern.:e of Man ,  but in i t  on . It feels sensual . "  
1 ' � c  · ·:orld 0 f  fa � h i o n  i i  m a y  make  al l S t i l l  : l'afing through Women' s  Wear 
· . .  : , , i i  ··,_. r .: 1 1�e .  I m agine rn a t  i t ., 1 :18 8 ,  Daily,  I came across one  of the  hottest 
' 1 . i 1 t: , -- v l • at  w i l l  Yt' U he wearing? i tems of the Bodywear Boom: a 
\ · c ,  rd i n g  1 0  prt �L" : '  p:-cd i c r i ons , it bodysuit that extends fron;i legs tQ 
. · 1  ; •  . t: bly he as l i t t le as poss ib le .  hands with fingerless gloves . Looking 
,: i i uphar. l  pa n t s ,  t i g h t s ,  bodysuits l ike a refugee from Logan' s  Run, the 
- : . · I  kg c' in ·). 5 h ave b u r ' '  onto the young lady modeling this strange 
. ,_) 1 · 'U, .' ,  and w i l l  s u pposedly stay creation of Antron nylon and lycra 
· ' ' • .· i l' . . .  at l east for a w h i le .  spandex looked like she  wasn' t  
\) t io : t:l ! i n  .Women ' s  Wear Dai ly,  planning on ever getting out of it .  
Bon n ie A u gust , a designer for Dan- One thing is certain ,  if  people don ' t  
s k i n ,  descr i bes " bodywear " as notice you wearing one  of these 
" fu i u r i � t ic-looking-the coming look bodysuits by virtue of your nice lines, 
f•. 1 r  t he next decade because it's ver- · at least they will see you-they come in 
.-; < . t i l e  and has a universal look and it shocking pink,  regal purple and 
feels  l i k e  you ' re wearing almost various other assorted neon colors , 
not h i ng-li ke · you have no con- Designer Betsey Johnson claims 
s t r i c t  i ons Or restraints . "  " women are making a very graphic 
Anot her futuristic designer from statement in color . They ' re accepting 
I ndia named M aya places emphasis on their bodies and the look is very c lear , 
t h e  sensuous feel of bodywear to the . very defined-not na.tural , more 
Rem em b e r  ' m i n i s ' ? 
by Sandy Y ou n g  
The look for fal l  seems to be headed 
toward longer hemlines and " the big 
look , "  and although j eans are s t i l l  
hanging i n  there, dress clothes are 
" coming out of the closet" more and 
more. 
But what were the clothing trends 
ten years ago, in the year 1 968? 
Norma Harrison of the Home Ee 
department · recalled that in 1 968 , 
" people were just starting to wear blue 
jeans,  and pants legs were j ust 
beginning to be flared . "  
She added , " A- lot o f  schools had 
dress codes , so pants were worn, but 
not as much as now . "  
Harrison cont inued,  " This was 
during the time when there was quite a 
bi t  of unrest on the campuses', and the 
hemlines were very short--probably 
with the highest of  the mini era . " 
"The dresses were predominantly A­
l ine with little fitting and darts and 
hardly any waistlines , "  she added . 
Harrison said that many dresses and 
blouses sported deep Vee and nautical 
col lars , and that an important ac­
cessory worn on the collars were " little 
flower pins of paper machier or 
l ightweight metal in different colors . "  
She continued , "They wore quite a 
bit of double knit then, as compared to 
the jerseys and softer, clingy knits of 
today . "  
Harrison concluded, " Right now we 
are dressier than we were then, though 
w e  s t i l l  have a strong sport e-mphasis . "  
" Now ' big'  is in ,  but clothes were 
more form fi t t i ng at t hat  t ime,  though 
not reveal ing,  because we d idn ' t  have 
t h e  n ip- in  wais t s ,  n she  :I . kled . 
H arr ison ' s  descr i r 1 10 1 1 s  a r e  sup­
por ted by pictures found  i n  magazines 
from t en  years ago . 
h '> ues  of McCal l ' s  nrngazine from 
1 968  show dresses which are short ,  
., 1 r a i g i 1 t  s h i ft s ,  often featur ing wide 
h ,_. , . ,  o r  r i bbC'ns  at the waist .  
: l l il e r  p ic l ll res show such fashion 
: < i d , : 1  l o n g  st rands of  beads,  fancy 
· · · c  in  a l l  colors which were of 
: ·  ! '1. 1  . .  , 1 1 1 ',: ' L or lacy design . and s imple 
' : . r· o n  ' !lP\.'> with low heels ,  with or 
' � � h i l u :  b u ,: J.. le� . 
\ ,  for " h i g h  fashion" in 1 968 , 
! ! a � ;; t: r ° '>  Bazaar featured capes , 
;; ; ! . · : t el '> k i m  and dresses worn with 
; , ,  k u ;,  or coa t s ,  and many st range-
chains , high-strung boots with silver 
laces, wool challis shirts bursting into 
flowers and full sleeves . Fashion 
impassioned ! "  
So these were some of the fashions 
of  1 968 .  Looking back ,  most people 
w i l l  p r o b a b l y  exc la i m ,  " H ow 
ridiculous !  I don't  know how we could 
have worn things like that ! "  
But then, who knows what the 
people of  the future will say when they 
look back at the fashion fads of 1 978 ! 
<! 
plastic , very Eighties . 
Despite J ohnson's  belief that you 
don ' t  have to be skinny to look good in 
one of these airtight outfits, I have 
serious doubts .  But on the other hand, 
she defends herself well by telling 
women to view bodywear as · " the 
girdle · concept , but wearing it on the 
outside . "  That would work fine with 
me,  i f  I had not already sworn off 
girdles after witnessing firsthand the 
exhausting battles my mother and 
sister waged with them. 
Along with the Bodywear Boom , the 
Leg Explosion is predicted to take the 
chic women of the ' 80 ' s  into the future. 
' ' The leg explosion means the 
beginning of a whole new cycle in 
clothing for women , "  adds de · 
J ohnson . 
I think that instead fashion . 
better predicted by taking a look 
the past ,  rather than focusing on 
future. Trends that died i n  pre 
years have been resurrected time 
time again in the years that folio 
remember looking at some '40s sui 
my mother ' s  a few years ago, co 
with shoulder pads, berets and s 
skirts, thinking how " square" 
must have looked . I called toda 
asked Mom to be sure and save 
for me. 
No one has to know that 
were made in I 942 instead of 1 
even 1 988 .  
A RE TOPSI 
D e e p  c us h i o n e d ,  
fu l ly f le x i b l e  
bottoms by-
of C a lifo rnia 
fe e l  the d iffere n ce 
o t h e rs b y : 
B a s s  
F an f a re s  
D ex t e r  




( i r 1 c  pa r t i ..: u l a r  fad featured by 
1 i <ir p c:r ' , 1•. ;1 •. " t h e Nomad look . "  
· r  h i ;,  "' �l '· c.lt: <-cr i h�d as " A  wi lderness INY A RT' S Shoe Store North Side of Square 
r .  � · : · · • u  ... r � · n r! fu rc , j i ng ! i ng 
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o b r i c t r e nd s c h a ng e , 
atu r a l s  r i s e a b ove synt het i c s  
tide has again turned for fashion 
• ·1 he polyester leisure suits and 
press blouses have fallen in 
"If, while the natural fabrics 
llrea•he · such as root and cotton 
one1e again "1oved into the 
bt. 
�awrence 
ural fabrics such as cotton, wool 
linen are rising in popularity in 
to the wash and wear, perma 
synthetics that became so popular 
the onslaught of the leisure suit. 
. Norma· Harrison of the Home 
mies department stated that the · 
f interest in the natural fabrics 
t completely take over the market. 
The easy care aspect of synthetics 
still outweighs having to iron and take 
paitis with laundering the natural 
fabrics. However, finishes can be put 
1on the wools and cottons io make them 
oerma press also. 
Synthetic fabrics are made from the 
petroleum and gasses that are 
becoming scarce and therefore, with 
the magic of advertising companies, 
people have dropped off buying them 
as a means of conserving energy. 
Harrison also said that it is a cyclical 
Oiing. People become bored with the 
synthetics and will go to the nl!tural 
fabrics. In a few years we might be 
preferring the synthetics again. 
As far as what can be found on the 
market, there are not that many wools 
l o t hing i l l us i o n  t i p s  he l p  
· sg uise imperfect fig u re 
nifer Schulze 
ether you are built tall and thin 
short and somewhat plump, 
'ng can be worn to hide most 
'cal imperfections so that you too 
project a most fashionable image. 
rweight persons should wear 
ochromatic outfits to give the 
'on of a taller ,  slimmer figure. · 
, straight-legged pants , long 
es and long-line tunics , all in 
ring colors, are also suggested for 
overweight. 
othing items and designs to stay 
y from if you are overweight in­
hold patterns, horizontal stripes , 
t-pleated pants ,  tight jeans , and 
skirts. 
all and thin persons can wear most 
article of  clothing and look good, 
they too have to avoid certain 
not wear anything that em-
izes thinness ,  such as j ersey 
, heavy shoes , clingy tee shirts 
· ht jeans . 
ersized tops. with full,  graceful 
es and big flouncy skirts in softly 
red fabrics can be worn by the 
thin person to add a little 
sion to her figure. Persons with wide hips are best 
e , petite person must keep advised to stay away from straight 
rtion in mind when putting skirts and pants,  bulky, untailored 
her a wardrobe. clothes , and anything that may em-
earing simple dresses in one color phasize their waists . 
combination of soft tones give the Camouflaging wide hips can be 
·on of a longer line, and shorter achieved by wearing a vest over a 
ets worn with skirts or pants make blouse and pants or skirt, or by 
appear leggier . wearing a-line or dirndl skirts . 
orter persons should also avoid Wide shoulders are hidden by 
clothing article that will appear blouses with seams which fall inside 
wering, such as heavy shoes, your real shoulder line or by shirts with 
py hats, and bulky sweaters.  flowing fabrics gathered at the yoke. 
unproportioned hemline should A large bosom can be concealed by 
ejected as it tends to draw attention wearing blouses with gathering at the 
the leg and make it look shorter . shoulders and collars that attract 
ere are also certain problem areas attention, while small bosoms are de­
the body which can be hidden by emphasized by double-breasted tops or 
ful dressing. ones with unobtrusive detail about the 
bulging stomach can be hidden by shoulder . 
inating clingy fabrics, bulky dirndl Whether you have large or small 
s or loose pleats from your daily bosoms, tight sweaters worn with wide 
e. belts .or empire waists should be 
lothing with side pockets,  and .avoided-
d-finish fabrics,  as well as wearing And for those of you with arms that 
s slightly above your natural are either too thin or too fat ,  you can 
around, however there are more now 
than a couple of years ago. Mus\ins 
have declined in popularity within the 
last year and there are very few linens 
to be found anywhere. bauze is still 
very much in vogue though. 
College ,, students are obviously 
clothes conscious and it is often the 
fabric that makes the clothes look just 
right. 
For tailored suits, wools . 9� .. wool 
blends are nice. Cotton is used for the 
blouson/ Annie Hall look. 
But if you are still in the leisure suit 
rut, stick with synthetics. After all, 
mom always said if you keep 
something long enough it'll come back 
into style eventually. 
TH E SHA P E LY L ITTLE B LAZ E R  
I S  TH E FA L L' S  fil G LO O K  
And no wonder. I t  sh apes to y our waist,  flatters y our figure, 
an� m anages to be both sporty and pretty at once.  We h ave 
plaids to coordinate with it, and skirts and p ants in th e same 
rich sol id col ors as the blazer. S tyled by Garl and, in sizes 
5/6 - 15/16 .  
�UCJ & Jr. Joynt 
305 W .  Lincoln 345-93 1 3  
1 1  
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U nd e r  i t  a l l 
U nd e rwea r e x p l o d e s  w i t h co l o r .  • • 
by Chris Goerlich 
" N e\·er a d u l l  moment" m ight be a 
�1 h ra · .c t h at b e s t  describes the u n d ·::r­
"H ' � :  ir ,• rk e t  for both w u m c n  a11l: men 
1 · id a ;  . .  
\\i· .  l h  t h e  wide ran g (  <Jf colors ,  sty les 
, 1 r 111 '. ' ·  : 1  ava i l a b le i n  u nderclothing , 
• 10 o l i e  h a s  ro e n d u re being predictable 
1 1  • '< "r .·c n t i c· n a l  any longe r .  
i. ". , i o � c i . i n derwcar c a n  be found in 
nc:; •. r l y  c v t · ry reta i l  clothing store , with 
a supply  of the standard whites and 
neutral colors usual ly backing them 
up. Pattern s seem to dominate femi­
nine u nderwear, varying from hearts 
tu '.cop.irps to thought-provoking one­
liners . There is, however , still plenty 
of paste l colors and expensive lace for 
the more conservative female .  
Variety in men ' s  underwear styles is 
a slightly newer innovation in compar­
ison to the colored underwear sold in 
women ' s  departments . 
Jockey shorts have gone 
bold , and can be purchased in 
green ,  red, brow n ,  orange , black and a 
multitude of other color combinations .  
Other styles include the " denim 
look " for men ,  complete with fake 
zipper and stitching . 
A few of the more daring brands 
include Elance and Micro-3 briefs for 
men, which are offered in several 
colors and packaged in plastic tubes . 
Although it would be impossible to 
report exactly what age groups buy 
colored underwear regularly , the esti­
. mated result would probably yield a 
surprisingly diverse cross-section of 
customers . 
Besides being a very marketabl 
commodity , colored and/ or patteme 
underclothing for men and women ca 
be kind of fun to purchase and to wear 
It can even be an expression of yo 
personal taste s .  After all , while yo 
jeans may look exactly like the ne 
person ' s ,  who knows what kind of wil 
and crazy underwear lies benea 
them? 
. . . p roct i c·a l  l o n gj o h n s m o l"'\e co m eb o c l"'\ 
by Sandy Young to keep up with the demand.  
The words " long underwear" 
conj ure up a picture of an " old hick" 
in  his long, red flannels with the " back 
flap . ' '  
" Last year we sold every bit o f  our 
first shipment.  Then we found another 
manufacturer and sold that out too , "  
he said . 
Borrowing from . an old cl iche, 
however, " Thal ain ' t  necessarily so ! "  
Cichocki said he thinks people are 
buying long underwear " because of the 
extremely cold winters . " 1 n fact ,  evidence indicates that long 
underwear is making a strong 
comebac k - -espec i a l l y  on c o l l ege 
campuses . 
He added , " People are stocking up 
early this year, and we have anticipated 
another year like last ,  so we have tried 
to stock up too . " Leonard Cichocki ,  manager of 
Spurgeon ' s  department store on the 
Charleston square, said recently,  
" Everybody's  buying it ,  and sales are 
about · equal between students and 
townspeople, and men and women . "  
Cichocki described the long un­
derwear in Spurgeon ' s  stock as " two 
piece thermal knit with pink flowers 
and white background for women,  and 
j ust plain white for men . "  
Cichock i said that last year there was 
a shortage of long underwear, and that 
many companies couldn ' t  ship enough 
He added that the cost for both 
men's and women' s  is the same, at 
$4 . 50 each for shirt and pants. 
T H E S U IT  S H O P  
is happy to Announce it 's . . .  
3 rd A N N IVE RS A RY S A LE 
T o  b e  h e l d  f r o m O ct o b er. 5 t h r u  O ct a  b e  r 1 4  
"1 0 Big Days" 
In  appreciation of all the wonderful customers 
that have made its business a success ! 
W h a te v e r  y o u r c l o th i n g  n e e d s  . . .  
W E H a v e  I t !  
E VER YTHING 
N o t  Already on Sale I 
I 
I ���;;, � 1;... J L - . . ..... 
1 5°/o to 50°/o off the rg�ul ar price 
S p o r t s h i r t s  fo r $ 1 . 0 0  
Yes, b uy l sportshirt from a large g roup 
of spo r tsh irts a t  the regular low price and 
get a 2nd of eq ual or lower price fo r j ust . . .  
$1 .00 
§ ������-.---���� 
I F R E E  Register for F R
.
E E  P R I ZES . . . 
i n c l u ding $ 5 0 -00 off on t h e  p u r c h ase of 
I L.,�., A••; •ob" ' • • w  >•H ''  ""'"' pd« -
. § •· ,'"· , -·'THE . -- i 
B · v-· '" S U IT \ 1 5 1 7 Broadwoy �, HO RS · /  . C � � � n Mottoonj u :  j fl#/fV. t;i � '1�· l'" Mon . -Sal . 9 : 30 - 5 : 0 0 . L.,. ..... - , . : ·- :· Ph .  2 35-396 1 
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Phyllis Brown, the merchandiser for 
J .C .  Penney ' s  at the Mattoon Mall , 
said that their prices are the same as 
Spurgeon's  at $4 . 50 each.  
She said that  Penney ' s  a lso carries 
" tiny prints for women and solid white 
for men . "  
Brown added that last year , " We 
(Penney' s) sold out and couldn ' t  get 
more . So we have stocked up 1 00 
percent this year . "  
O f  all the long underwear that i s  sold 
around the area, probably a good deal 
of i t  is worn by Eastern students.  
Susan Allender, a senior, said, " 
wore it quite a bit last winter when 
got real bad . " 
· 
"And around the time that they 
school out I wore it every day for 
couple weeks , ' '  she added . 
" I  just wore the pants then a hea 
sweater, because my coat was short, 
she continued . 
Allender said that she definitely 
continue to wear long underwear 
winter, as " I  guess it 's  (winter) s 




Fri. - Sat .  Sun . 
Save 20% 
On All Men 's  
An·d 
Women 's  Jea ns 
Men 's Jeans 
Reg. $ 1 2 . 00  to $20. 00 
Now $9. 60 to $ 1 6. 00 
La dies Jeans 
Reg. $9.  90 to $ 1 7 . 00  
Now $ 7 . 90 to $ 1 3 . 60 
Open Sundays 1 2-5 
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Acce ssori es to b e  g ea re d  
for f as h i o n a b l e m o o d s  
by Terri Hempstead 
Today ' s  fashions require today' s accessories, 
and area merchants are well-stocked with belts , 
hats , scarves and j ewelry to coordinate with every 
autumn outfit . 
The natural look in j ewelry returns to go with 
casual dressing, and gold chains are the style with 
the dressy look . 
Amerilla Donnel , · owner of Amerilla ' s ,  carries 
much more gold j ewelry than silver , because 
" gold has a richer look and looks good with so 
many more colors , "  she said . 
J eanne Bartmann , salesgirl at Claire ' s  
Boutique, said,  " The biggest style this year is 
multiple chains . "  She said gold is more popular 
than silver because it looks better with fall colors . 
Another j ewelry item that is very important this 
season is the bar pin, Katydid' s  I;>ebi Rigg said. 
Katydid shows the bar pins in gold and woo_d ,  
while Amerilla' s  carries mostly wood and wood­
look pins .  
Claire' s  Boutique also shows the bar pins , but 
has not given up on stick pins yet . I nitial stick pins 
are still very popular, Bartmann said.  
Other types of pins that are very popular this 
year are scatter pins , also called clutch or cluster 
pins . These are often sold on a card of three and 
are worn on a cowl neck,  lapel , shirt collar or even 
on the cuff. 
Both Claire ' s  and Katydid sell chain pins which 
can be worn on a j acket or vest . 
The antique look is enj oying a revival in the 
j ewelry world, Donnel said . " Lockets,  colored 
stones , antique finishes , anything with a design or 
a setting" contributes to the antique look , she 
said . 
Mary Huntwqrth , Katydid's  manager, said that 
Cho o s e  co l o g n e s  w h i c h  
e x p r es s i n d i v i d u a l i ty 
FA LL 
Continued from page 3 
Most guys , it seem s ,  don't wear 
nts except for dates or special 
ions .  Men still have definite 
about what they like , though , 
the most popular scent by far is 
rge' s  Brut. 
Although no other cologne nearly 
aches Brut in popularity , other While a woman ' s  fragrance can be 
¥orites include E n g li s h  Leather ' as obvious as she likes " Madem­
' s  Mu�k, Old Spice , Aramis and
_ oiselle" says a man ' s  sh;uld be very Cardm . subtle . ' ' You shouldn 't  even notice it 
Men also prefer cologne to after-
ve, and some use other scented 
ucts such as soap or deodorant. 
other issue of . "Mademoiselle " 
mber , 1977) categorizes men' s  
e s  by type of man . 
The dynamic man, it says,  likes 
el for Men, Pierre Cardin , Eau 
vage by Chtistian Diorand Coty ' s 
hos. 
suggests that the romantic man 
ers Man by Jovan , YSL for Men, 
t ,  Monsieur Houbigant M u s k , 
o by Faberge , Coty' s  Musk, and 
by Revlon . 
e outdoors type might try S andal­
by Arden for Men, English 
ther, Old Spice Musk, Clint by 
, and Aramis or Devin by Aramis . 
o sells a lot of Old Spice , Brut , 
lish Leather ,  and Jovan ' s  Musk , 
el said. 
inlan at Family Pharmacy , sells 
ly English Leather, Brut , and 
el for Men . She recommends 
'.s. Musk for the college male. 
until you ' re in his arms , "  it says .  
Ryb ak says most men wouldn't  think 
of buying cologne for themselves, and 
that most of the men ' s  products she 
sells are for gifts . She emphasizes that 
Avon' s  colognes are bought for the 
decanter rather than for the cologne .  
Some hints about men ' s  fragrances:  
Cologne is probably too strong to 
wear during the day . It shouldn ' t  
overpower t h a t  n atural  m a s c u l i n e  
aura. Aftershave o r  a splash-on lotion 
is  probably better .  
I f  you know what you l ike; , ask fo r  it. 
If not, go try some on. There are plenty 
of cosmeticians who are very know­
ledgeable about men ' s  scents and 
would be glad to help . There are also 
many girlfriends who would love to be 
asked to help you decide . 
Colognes , both women '.s and men ' s ,  
should b e  kept in a dark , cool place . 
you may want to show off the bvttles ,  
but remember that the sunlight can 
sour the scent very quickly . 
Aboye all , wear them . They can be 
the difference between just looking 
good and feeling great . 
small earrings in a geometric design accent the 
feminine, dressy look . 
With the casual look,  coordinating casual 
j ewelry includes rope, leather, wood, shells , and 
beads.  
· 
Bangle bracelets are worn by the armful in every 
color imaginable, in combinations previously 
unimaginable. 
Jewelry colors and textures are influenced by 
the fabrics being worn, Donnel said . The beautiful 
new wools determine the casual j ewelry styles 
designers are creating. 
Belts , worn two or three at a time, are available 
in every material from leather to crochet, silk yard 
to stretchy gold metallic . 
Scarves are being worn as belts and belts are 
being worn as necklaces . A new accessory is the 
rope or leather piece which can be worn as a 
necklace, a belt , or over the s houlder . 
Disco purses have invaded the market , and are 
the perfect mix of utilitarian and decorative 
purposes . Finally there is something bigger than a 
pocket and smaller than a purse to keep valuables 
both safe and out of the way. 
Ties and knotted scarves may be the most 
important extra piece this year . They are available 
in any color and fabric and can be worn with 
nearly any casual outfit . 
A quick head-to-toe look at evening fashion 
show� nats and gloves being worn, shimmery 
clutch bags , seamed stockings , ankle bracelets , 
and high-heeled sandals .  
An overview of a more casual look reveals hats,  
com bs,  or headbands up on top, chains , pins , and 
handfuls of rings , scarves and belts everywhere, 
textured pantyhose or leg warmers, and short 
boots . 
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N ightwea r s exy, usefu l  
by Vicki McGrath 
The well-dressed woman is wearing 
Jong gowns to bed these days (or 
nights , rather) if area wome n ' s  buying 
patterns are any indication , 
" Long gowns sell much better than 
our shorter on..:s , "  Wilene Orr ,  lin­
gerie buyer for Young ' s  department 
store in downtown Mattoon ,  said . 
" We keep very few short gowns in 
stock, "  she added.  
Leota Cox , lingerie supervisor at 
J . C .  Penney ' s  in Mattoon ' s  Cross 
C o u nty M a l l , a l s o  m e n t i o n e d  t h e  
popularity o f  t h e  long gowns .  Penney ' s  
top three sleepwear styles  are i n  the 
longer length . 
" Our number one selling sleepwear 
is a 100 percent cotton flannel Jong 
gown ; number two is a 1 00 percent 
nylon knit brushed gown , also in the 
longer length and number three is also 
a Jong nylon knit brushed gown , but is 
a patterned,  rather than solid color , " 
Cox said . 
S p u rg e o n ' s d e p ar t m e n t  store i n  
Charleston reports a closer race . 
" By looking at our racks the sales 
are pretty even , ' '  Maxine Sues s ,  a 
lingerie salesclerk at Spurgeon' s  said . 
She added that the longer gowns do 
sell -better than the shorter ones in the 
fall and winter season . 
The holiday season is always a big 
selling period for lingerie , drr said . 
' " That ' s  when a ' Iot of men come in 
U se b a s e  
s pa r i n g l y  
(Con t inu ed  fro m page  5 )  
The consultant  peered i n tent lv  into 
m y  eyes and announced t hat  t hey were 
blue.  She put on blue eye shadow . And 
that  seemed to go over b ig  w i t h  t h e  
audience,  t o o .  
Someone h a d  to ask w h y  she d i d n ' t  
u�e a cont rasting color,  and s o  o n  t h e  
other eye ( remember we' re o n l y  doing 
one s ide)  she appl ied some brown eye 
shad o ;  · .  Res u l t i ng comments went 
s o m et h i n g  l i k e ,  " see how it  deadens 
the  eye, " and " b l u e  i s  much more 
flat t er i ng . "  
A l i  done ( t a  da) , I said t h e  usual  
t h i ngs and scurr ied o ff, head lowered , 
in search of a mirror .  I looked at m y  
reflect ion and  w a s  surpr ised t o  see I 
d i J n ' t  look d ra m a t i c  or p h o n y . I n  fact ,  
I look ed most ly  t h e  way I usual ly  d o .  
I o o k i ng bac k , I decided I l i k ed 
p a r t ic ipat i ng i n  s u c h  a novel  ex­
, · � r i e n c e .  Bci n11 a g u i nea pig i -; 11 ' 1  rea l l y  
' ' <' I  ha1.i 
looking for a gift for their wives ,  she 
added . 
· " Some men go for the sexier styles 
and others are more down-to-earth , "  
she said . 
Cox said she sees mostly women 
buyers but that men are around more 
at Christmas time.  
' ' T h e y  pretty w e l l  rely  o n  t h e  
saleswoman ' s  taste though , "  s h e  add­
ed. " We try to get their general idea 
on style and then provide sugges­
tions. " 
Men shoppers at Spurgeon' s  usually 
head for the blouses rather than 
lingerie , Suess said . 
She reports that there are a large 
number of women shoppers , and that 
younger women have their own pre­
ferences .  
Nightshirts and ther�al pajamas 
sell well to younger girl s ,  Orr said . 
Suess also reports big nightshirt 
sales .  
" We also have pajamas with feet in 
the m ,  but they haven'.t sold well yet , "  
she said. 
" College students buy just about 
the same thing as the older age 
groups , ' '  Suess said. 
Cox said the long gowns sell well to 
college-age girls as well as the ever­
popular baby doll s .  
"Teddies haven't  caught hold here 
yet , " Cox said.  "I doubt if  they ever 
will . We've marked all of ours down " 
she added.  
' 'Thermal paj amas and nightshirts 
sell and we have fair sales in footie 
pajama� : ' '  she s�id.  
TERRY'S HA IR  STYLIN G 
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CALL --
345-6325 
Stop in and let us custom crease 
a hat specially for you -we are 
getting to be expert at .shaping the 
''CHAR LIE  DANI ELS'' hat-
30 1 West L inco ln  Avenue 
Thursday , Oct. 1 2 , 1 9 7 8  Ea s t e rn N e w s  1 t· 
o ats :  cudd ly, c l a s sy 
resa Norton 
en that time of year once again 
- when the leaves begin falling 
e trees, the wind whips up nippier 
and one occasionally spies a bit 
st on the grass on the way to an 
o'clock class - i t  is only natural 
your thoughts turn to the thrilling 
t of buying a brand new, stylish 
wrap. 
1th the fashion scene once again 
ting the endless layers of 
, sweaters,  vests and blazers, 
g warm during the frigid 
tern winter months is  made 
y easier . 
a toasty winter coat is the answer 
below-zero dilemma we face in 
y. (A warmer winter i s  
ed ,  but  let ' s  not  take any 
- warmer temperatures simply 
it might not be sub-zero.)  
ee  home economics instructors 
ed the various merits and 
alls of different styles and 
· ls of winter apparel,  and 
what one should look for when 
ing a new coat . 
le Strader believes that your 
coat should be " one of the 
t things you have , "  as most 
rarely see the dashing outfit 
under the coat you are bundled 
maintenance is another strong 
to be on the look-out for ,  Strader 
Why send a fur coat to New York 
ial dry cleaning, when another 
can be tossed in the washing 
· e, and end up looking j ust as 
and feeling just as warm? she 
er also stressed the practicality 
which include extra buttons 
near the hem. Multi-colored 
ulti-shaped buttons are seldom 
ome of high fashion . 
a t  
aQen te 'g 
ffiaUc c_)��O i!c 
8-6 Mon; - Sat. 
345-57 1 2  
9 E Street across from 
ilb Wa lker Shopping Center 
"My one gripe is  that linings on 
coats are usually so poor , "  Marilyn 
Schumache r ,  another  ins t ructor  
lamented . 
"That is where the manufacturer 
usually cuts back - in the quality of 
lining" , she added . 
Norma Harrison, also of the home 
economics department , agreed . A thick 
l i n.ing can " cu t  d o w n  w i n d  
penetration" she said .  
Many coat linings are made of 
taffeta, which Schumacher said " does 
not wear well" .  She · believes satin 
l inings to be more flexible and longer 
wearing, instead of the taffeta, which 
becomes somewhat brittle when cold . 
Schumacher said the ' 'natural 
fibers" - wools , plaids and tweeds - are 
good material choices in an overcoat . 
Wool is especially warm as it absorbs 
the moisture which would otherwise 
chill  one to the bone. 
/ 
Corduroy is . another practical 
material for blazers and slacks,  as the 
"nap traps the air , "  keeping· you 
warmer, Schumacher said . 
· 
Harrison also pointed out the 
practicality of necklines which close, 
hoods which serve to deflect wind, and 
cuffs to protect your arms and body 
from penetrating winds. 
Synthetic polyester blends are not as 
warm as the natural fabrics, Harrison 
said,  since they do not absorb the 
moisture as well as wool. 
Polyester fiber-filled or down 
(Webster says " soft, fluffy feathers")  
filled ski j ackets can keep you warm in 
the coldest of sub-zero weather, 
Schumacher said . 
Strader agreed, adding that the 
nylon ski jackets are usually very 
strong, and therefore longer lasting, 
especially when reversible. 
Other winter apparel which help 
CWhy £tot Qe t  £ t a�e y ou/c 
rtrai  t U1 you 1c u\Jew CCiaQQ CCJog h io£tg ? 
ONL Y $32. oo 
(plus sitting fee) 
Additional Units 
only $8. 50 e a  
. '.l�;,E <JJowEH <JJfwto9wph.!J 
345-4 1 5 1  
protect you elements are 
boots, hats,  scarves and mittens or 
gloves . 
Schumacher said boots are practical , 
especially when they have linings to 
serve as insulation . She pointed out 
that there are pile linings and foam 
linings,  of which the foam is less bulky, 
lending itself to a dressier look .  
Strader is  a fan of the  " special, 
maintenance things" for boots, such as 
silicone spray ,  which help protect the 
boots from ice and salt . . 
"The hardest thing on boots is not 
the weather, but what is  used to 
combat the weather , "  she added . 
With these guidelines , anyone can 
select a winter coat that is  warm 
enough to protect against inclement 
weather, and attractive enough to 
make you look your best. 
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Tim Carstin ::; and Jane Appleton 
( u pper left hand corner) have a go 
anywhere , anyt i m e  style with their  new 
fal l  style s .  
Lisa H o u c h i n s  ( m id d l e  1 .  : ft )  m o d e l s  
t h e  " l o n g  cur ly  look ' "  for today ' s  total ly 
f e m i n i n e  femal e . 
;_ : ,. •:.; y  a n o  MarK go t rom 
··. : ::: ; �  r o  ;·�n  ev9n ing o f  f u n  wi th  
. . , , :  easr.:: of  t o d ay s natural 
. ·  . .  • ·  v. 
<tlaQQ 
�Oil 0 0 78 ' '  
Candy Woodward and Mark Richmond (above ) 
ready for class . 
Edie Ph iffer and J eff Oversen (above ) are ready 
for anyth ing with the easy to care for wash and dry 
perm . 
Tim and Jane d i s p lay t h e  versat i l i ty of th e i r  Fal l  sty les 
Terian ne Kemick and H 
(top and middle r ight hand) 
with an afternoon of games 
ready for the dance that ev 
the ease of today's Fall fash' 
Jeri Isbell ( lower left) 
today 's evening look for 
hai r .  
